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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention relates generally to the performance of a marine seismic acquisition survey, and, more
particularly, to the control of the seismic survey spread during the survey.

2. Background of the Related Art

[0002] The performance of a marine seismic acquisition survey typically involves one or more vessels towing at least
one seismic streamer through a body of water believed to overlie one or more hydrocarbon-bearing formations. In order
to perform a 3-D marine seismic acquisition survey, an array of marine seismic streamers, each typically several thousand
meters long and containing a large number of hydrophones and associated electronic equipment distributed along its
length, is towed at about 5 knots behind a seismic survey vessel. The vessel also tows one or more seismic sources
suitable for use in water, typically air guns. Acoustic signals, or "shots," produced by the seismic sources are directed
down through the water into the earth beneath, where they are reflected from the various strata. The reflected signals
are received by the hydrophones carried in the streamers, digitized, and then transmitted to the seismic survey vessel
where the digitized signals are recorded and at least partially processed with the ultimate aim of building up a represen-
tation of the earth strata in the area being surveyed.
[0003] Often two or more sets of seismic data signals are obtained from the same subsurface area. These sets of
seismic data signals may be obtained, for instance, by conducting two or more seismic surveys over the same subsurface
area at different times, typically with time lapses between the seismic surveys varying between a few months and a few
years. In some cases, the seismic data signals will be acquired to monitor changes in subsurface reservoirs caused by
the production of hydrocarbons. The acquisition and processing of time-lapsed three dimensional seismic data signals
over a particular subsurface area (commonly referred to in the industry as "4-D" seismic data) has emerged in recent
years as an important new seismic prospecting methodology.
[0004] It is common practice for a certain amount of information about the survey area to be gathered beforehand so
that the appropriate equipment and methods can be selected (known as the "survey design") to achieve the desired
geophysical and operational objectives. Some of this information is used to provide the basic parameters for the survey,
such as the boundaries of the survey area, the lengths of the towed streamer cables, and the firing of the seismic sources.
Such information has, to some extent, been used to assist in survey control through various independent systems.
Typical of such control systems have been vessel autopilots, ship heading control, and towed cable positioning and
depth adjustment. For example, U.S. Patent No. 6,629,037 describes the use of cost maps to optimize paths for seismic
in-fill shooting within a known survey area. British Patent Application No. GB 2,364,388 discloses the positioning of
seismic sources and streamers within a known survey area according to recorded position data from a prior survey.
[0005] It is also well known for a certain amount of information about the survey execution to be gathered during the
survey (i.e., in real time or near-real time) so that the appropriate settings and positions can be achieved according to
the desired geophysical and operational objectives. Such information has, to some extent, also been used to provide
survey control through various independent systems. The state of the art in such control systems is represented by the
following patent references: U.S. Patent No. 6,618,321 (simulation of streamer positioning during a survey according to
current determination); U.S. Patent No. 6,590,831 (coordination of multiple seismic acquisition vessels during a survey
according to monitored survey parameters); U.S. Patent No. 6,418,378 (neural network trained by survey-acquired data
for predicting seismic streamer shape during a subsequent survey);U.S. Patent No. 5,790,472 (positioning of seismic
streamers during a survey according to hydrophone noise levels); International Patent Application No. WO 00/20895
(seismic streamer position during a survey according to estimated velocity of streamer position devices); and US Patent
No. 6,691,038 (Active Separation Tracking and Positioning System for Towed Seismic Arrays.)
[0006] The control systems described above rely upon particular inputs (e.g., marine current) to determine information
(e.g., passive streamer shape) useful in controlling a seismic survey towing vessel. None of these systems, however,
relies upon or takes into account a broad spectrum of input conditions and parameters that include the various objectives
and constraints of the seismic survey equipment and methods. Furthermore, none of these systems seeks to actively
control the spread with a coordinated suite of steering devices deployed throughout the spread, including both the
sources and receivers. A need therefore exists for such a comprehensive system.
[0007] The control systems mentioned above have been designed to achieve desired results by providing outputs,
such as commands or paths, for an immediate implementation. There has been little or no consideration in such opti-
mization of the important time-delayed effects of these outputs. A need therefore exists for a seismic survey control
system to accounts for time-delayed effects of outputs - particularly control commands -as well as the immediate effects.
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[0008] WO 02/059650 discloses a system for controlling cables and streamers in a seismic tow arrangement. The
system has a command unit and a number of control units. The control units are located on at least some of the streamers
and are adapted to measure and report their positions. The command unit has means for receiving the position information
from each individual control unit and calculation of possible deviations from predetermined positions. The system further
has means for changing the positions of the streamers for re-establishing the positions of the control units.

DEFINITIONS

[0009] Certain terms are defined throughout this description as they are first used, while certain other terms used in
this description of defined below:

"Angle of attack" is the angle of a wing or defector relative to the fluid (i.e., water) flow direction. The angle of attack
is a derived quantity, computed from the orientation of the defector for the body of which the wing is attached to the
system reference frame, the controllable or fixed orientation of the wing relative to the defectors/body, and the
direction of the current in the system reference frame. When the wing/defector has no lift, it has no zero tangle of attack.
"Area rotation" means an axis rotation from the north orientated axis. Thus, e.g., a 0° area rotation means the
shooting direction, or direction of tow, is north. This gives the area-relative axes’ orientation and determines the
shooting directions for the survey.
"Base survey" means the original survey, and associated spread coordinates, that a time-lapse survey is trying to
repeat.
"Course made good" means the actual track made with respect to the seabed.
"Cross-line" and "inline" mean perpendicular and parallel (respectively) to a direction of tow, and are defined in an
area-relative reference frame. The reference frame origin may be translated to the vessel. An example of the inline
axis orientation is parallel to the pre-survey designated shooting direction, (e.g., pre-plot line direction or area rotation).
"Drive commands" means changes in the spread control element operating states that will give a desired outcome
in the positions of the spread.
"Force model" means a computer-implemented representation of the impact of a significant set of hydrodynamic
forces on the spread. The force model includes representations of the spread and the medium (i.e., the sea and
atmosphere) in which it functions. This medium includes vertical region from less than 40 meters below the sea
surface and some 10’s of meters above the air/sea interface. Forces generated outside this defined zone but that
have resultants in this zone are also candidates for modeling.
"Natural Feather" means the angle between a line defined by any two points on a towed body and a reference
direction, commonly the vessel shooting direction, where the points get their position due to the effect of current,
wind or both. An example is the angle between the straight line formed by connecting the front and tail of a streamer
cable and a pre-plot line direction.
"Near-real-time" means dataflow that has been delayed in some way, such as to allow the calculation of results
using symmetrical filters. Typically, decisions made with this type of dataflow are for the enhancement of real-time
decisions. Both real-time and near-real-time dataflows are used immediately after they are received by the next
process in the decision line.
"Position history" means coordinate or shape estimates at discrete times for any spread element or group of elements
making up a spread component (e.g., a streamer or source array). Two coordinate or shape estimates made at
discrete times gives an average velocity over the time difference. Three coordinate or shape estimates at three,
different times gives two average velocities, and one average acceleration.
"PID" or "PID Controller" means a Proportional-Integral-Derivative controller, a type of feedback controller whose
output, a control variable (CV), is generally based on the error between some user-defined set point (SP) and some
measured process variable (PV).
"Predicted residual" means the difference between spread model position coordinate predictions and independently
determined, navigation-based position coordinates. This term is borrowed from Kalman filter estimation theory.
"Present survey" means raw data collection, computation results or actions that have been generated in the course
of the survey presently undertaken. These may be used in real-time, near-real-time or as otherwise required.
"Prior survey history" means any data that is used in the preparation for, or execution of, the present survey, which
was generated before the present survey began. Examples include a base survey, maritime charts, tidal information,
depth information, seismic maps, borehole data, binning data, and historical records of natural feather. Such infor-
mation may or may not be in the public domain. This data may be obtained during a preliminary survey.
"Real-time" means dataflow that occurs without any delay added beyond the minimum required for generation of
the dataflow components. It implies that there is no major gap between the storage of information in the dataflow
and the retrieval of that information. There is preferably a further requirement that the dataflow components are
generated sufficiently rapidly to allow control decisions using them to be made sufficiently early to be effective.
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"Shot points" means the unit of time corresponding to the temporal separation between seismic data acquisition
events.
"Shot point target coordinates" means the intended two-dimensional coordinates for all spread objects to occupy in
order to collect seismic data. This set of coordinates can be used to derive a spread body target shape as well.
"Spread" means the total number of "spread components," i.e., vessels, vehicles, and towed objects including cables,
that are used together to conduct a marine seismic acquisition survey.
"Spread body shape" is a mathematical function describing the shape of any of the towed spread components. As
an example, a streamer cable may be assumed to have a straight line shape from end to end. Alternatively, the
shape may be a series of lines or higher order polynomials, connected between an arbitrary set of position coordinate
estimates along the streamer, to give an approximation of the shape of the total streamer. A similar method can be
applied to the seismic source array.
"Spread control element" means a spread component that is controllable and is capable of causing a spread com-
ponent to change coordinates, either cross-line or inline.
"Spread control element operating states" means measurements giving information relevant to a spread model
(such as a hydrodynamic force model). Examples include winged body orientation, water flow rates over deflectors,
wing angles relative to a wing housing body, rudder angle, propeller speed, propeller pitch, tow cable tensions, etc.
"Spread control element performance specifications" or "performance specifications" means the performance limits
of the spread control elements, both the individual elements and the system resulting from the combination of all
the spread control elements. Examples include the range of wing angle values possible for a winged control element,
the tension limits for a towing cable, the stall angle of a deflector device, etc.
"Spread front end" means the line (best fit or actual) formed by connecting the front end of the streamers, more or
less perpendicular to the course made good of the vessel.
"Spread model" or "model of the spread" means code that is readable and executable by a computer for simulating
the response of the spread to various input forces and conditions. A spread model may be a hydrodynamic force
model, a neural network system, a closed loop control system (see, e.g., International Patent Application No. WO
00/20895), a motion model driven and calibrated by an L-Norm best-fit criteria, or a Kalman filter.
"Steerable front-end deflectors" (a.k.a. SFEDs) means steerable deflectors positioned at the front end of the outer
most streamers, such as WesternGeco’s MONOWING™ devices.
"Steered feather" is similar to natural feather, but with the angle is altered by steering devices.
"Steering devices" means devices for steering at least one of the spread components. Such devices include streamer
steering devices, steerable front-end deflectors, and steerable buoys.
"Streamer steering devices" (a.k.a. SSDs) means steering devices distributed along the streamers, such as West-
ernGeco’s Q-FIN™ devices.
"Tow points" are the points of origin on a towing vessel for the towed spread objects (e.g., points where lead-in
cables exit the block on the back deck).
"Track" means the pre-designated two-dimensional coordinates for a spread component to occupy while conducting
a portion of a seismic survey, such as a seismic survey line. Examples include a pre-plot line or a non-straight pre-
survey set of coordinates.
"Trajectory" means the realized or actual set of coordinates that any spread component occupies during the survey.
"Translate" means an origin shift in x and y coordinates that gives a new origin for navigation purposes.
"Transform function" means a series of computations taking place in a computer that has various measured or
projected quantities as input, and a set of drive commands that are designed to give a computed and desired change
in positions of any number of objects as output.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0010] In one aspect, the present invention provides a method for controlling a seismic survey spread while conducting
a seismic survey, the spread having a vessel, a plurality of spread control elements, a plurality of navigation nodes, and
a plurality of sources and receivers. The method includes the step of collecting input data, including navigation data for
the navigation nodes, operating states from sensors associated with the spread control elements, environmental data
for the survey, and survey design data. The positions of the sources and receivers are estimated using the navigation
data, the operating states, and the environmental data. Optimum tracks for the sources and receivers are determined
using the position estimates and a portion of the input data that includes at least the survey design data. Drive commands
are calculated for at least two of the spread control elements using at least the determined optimum tracks.
[0011] The estimating, determining, and calculating steps of the inventive method may be executed by a transform
function. More particularly, the positions may be estimated according to a spread model within the transform function.
In one embodiment, the spread model calculates a first set of estimated positions using input that includes at least the
operating states and the environmental data. The collected navigation data includes a second set of estimated positions.
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The first and second sets of estimated positions are combined within the transform function to produce the estimated
source and receiver positions and predicted residuals. The predicted residuals are used to estimate a set of parameters
that characterize the spread model. The spread model parameters are used to calibrate the spread model. The predicted
residuals may further be used to estimate error states for sensors used to collect the environmental data.
[0012] The optimum tracks may be determined according to a weighting function within the transform function. In one
embodiment, the weighting function receives as inputs the survey design data and the estimated positions of the sources
and receivers. The input from the survey design data may include performance specifications for the spread control
elements, such as steering constraints. In this embodiment, the weighting function is used to apply relative weighting
coefficients to the inputs for calculation of optimum tracks for the spread by the transform function.
[0013] In a particular embodiment of the inventive method, the spread model is a hydrodynamic force model of the
spread components. The force model may be based upon marine current data, among other things. In other embodiments,
the spread model is a pure stochastic model of the spread components, is a neural network, or employs one of the L-
norm fitting criteria. All these embodiments have in common the ability to parameterize control of the spread learned
from a history of behavior based on all inputs, and an ability to generate drive commands that will realize an optimum
set of spatial targets, either in the form of coordinates (e.g., shot point targets) or shape (e.g. steered feather), for the
spread in the future.
[0014] In a particular embodiment, the spread response times are estimated and taken into account when calculating
the drive commands. In this embodiment, the drive commands are also regulated to maintain stability of the spread and
validated before being delivered to the spread control elements. Drive commands - particularly those used to control
the vessel can be implemented manually or automatically. Since most drive commands will have a slow response time,
the implementer will be a human operator in some instances. Other drive commands, such as streamer steering device
(SSD) wing angle changes, will preferably be controlled automatically, as is described in International Patent Application
No. WO 00/20895.
[0015] The drive commands may be validated according to geophysical and operational requirements. The geophysical
requirements include achieving desired coverage of a subsurface area, duplicating the seismic signal ray paths of a
prior survey, and controlling the seismic sensor noise. The operational requirements include defining one or more safe
passages for the spread through dangerous areas, determining an optimum time to perform one or more lines of the
survey, and reducing non-productive time. Accordingly, alternative drive commands may be calculated for effecting a
safe passage between two or more definable locations.
[0016] Once validated, the drive commands are delivered to the spread control elements for attaining desired survey
objectives. The drive commands may include commands for controlling at least one of the vessel propeller, vessel
thruster, spread component steering devices, and the vessel cable winches.
[0017] Each of the drive commands is preferably used to control at least one of the position, speed, and heading for
one or more components of the spread. The spread components typically include one or more marine vessels, and a
plurality of components towed by at least one of the vessels. The towed components typically include cables, sources,
sensors such as hydrophones, and steering devices such as steerable front-end deflectors (SFEDs) and streamer
steering devices (SSDs). The spread components may further include one or more vehicles not tethered to the one or
more vessels, such as an autonomous underwater vehicle (AUV) or an autonomous surface vehicle (ASV).
[0018] The spread control elements include at least two of a rudder, a propeller, a thruster, one or more devices for
steering towed cables and instruments, and one or more steerable flotation devices. The sensors associated with the
spread control elements for producing operating states collected among the input data include one or more sensor types
of tension, water flow rate, inclination, orientation, acceleration, velocity, and position.
[0019] The environmental data collected among the input data include one or more data types of current, salinity,
temperature, pressure, speed of sound, wave height, wave frequency, wind speed, and wind direction.
[0020] The survey design data collected among the input data includes one or more data types of area, depth, area
rotation or shooting orientation, line coordinates, source and receiver positions, required coverage, local constraints,
optimizing factors, and historical data. The survey design data further includes performance specifications for the spread
control elements, such as drag and maneuvering characteristics for the vessel, steerable cable devices, steerable source
devices, and deflectors, drag characteristics for the towed cables, sources, and flotation devices, and winch operating
characteristics. The survey design data may also be characterized by the spread tracks, performance specifications,
and survey objectives.
[0021] The set of collected input data may also be characterized as including one or more data types of pre-survey,
operator input, present survey, near real-time or real-time survey, and simulated survey.
[0022] The pre-survey data may include environmental sensor data and historical survey data. The operator input
data may include spread parameter settings and environmental data.
[0023] The real-time survey data may include one or more data types of cable tension, water flow rate, inclination,
orientation, acceleration, velocity, positioning, spread control element setting, environmental data, seismic signal and
noise data, and operator input. The collected positioning data may include data from one or more sensors of the group
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consisting of GPS receivers, echo sounders, depth sensors, acoustic ranging systems, magnetic compasses, gyro
compasses, radio-location systems, accelerometers, and inertial systems. The spread control element setting data may
include one or more inputs of the group consisting of thruster setting, propeller pitch, propeller rotation speed, rudder
angle, towing cable tension, winch position, deflector orientation, deflector angle of attack, deflector water speed, streamer
steering device orientation, and streamer steering device wing angle of attack.
[0024] The simulated survey data may include one or more data types of simulated pre-survey, simulated operator
input, simulated present survey, simulated near real-time, simulated real-time survey, and simulated environmental data.
[0025] The raw seismic sensor data collected during the seismic survey may also be characterized as input data.
Accordingly, in one embodiment, the inventive method further includes the step of using the raw seismic sensor data to
produce quality indicators for the estimated positions. The quality indicators may include binning datasets, absolute
noise data, signal-to-noise ratios, and seismic signal frequency content. The quality indicators may be used to validate
the real-time survey data, spread control operating states, and drive commands.
[0026] In another aspect, the present invention provides a system for controlling a seismic survey spread while con-
ducting a seismic survey, the spread having a vessel, a plurality of spread control elements, a plurality of navigation
nodes, and a plurality of sources and receivers. The system includes a database for receiving input data including
navigation data for the navigation nodes, operating states from sensors associated with the spread control elements,
environmental data for the survey, and survey design data. The system further includes: a computer-readable medium
having computer-executable instructions for estimating the positions of the sources and receivers using the navigation
data, the operating states, and the environmental data; a computer-readable medium having computer-executable
instructions for determining optimum tracks for the sources and receivers using the estimated positions and a portion
of the input data that includes at least the survey design data; and a computer-readable medium having computer-
executable instructions for calculating drive commands for at least two of the spread control elements using at least the
determined optimum tracks.
[0027] In one embodiment of the inventive system, the position-estimating instructions, the optimum track-determining
instructions, and the drive command-calculating instructions are contained in a common computer-readable medium.
[0028] In a particular embodiment, the inventive system further includes a computer-readable medium having com-
puter-executable instructions for validating the calculated drive commands, and a network for delivering the validated
drive commands to the spread control elements, whereby a desirable survey objective may be attained.
[0029] The inventive system otherwise contemplates and includes features of the inventive method summarized above.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0030] So that the above recited features and advantages of the present invention can be understood in detail, a more
particular description of the invention, briefly summarized above, may be had by reference to the embodiments thereof
that are illustrated in the appended drawings. It is to be noted, however, that the appended drawings illustrate only typical
embodiments of this invention and are therefore not to be considered limiting of its scope, for the invention may admit
to other equally effective embodiments.

Figure 1A is a plan view of a seismic survey spread for conducting a marine seismic survey.
Figure 1B is an elevational view of the spread shown in Figure 1A.
Figure 2 is a flow diagram of a method of for controlling the spread in accordance with one aspect of the present
invention.
Figure 3 is a schematic representation of a towed streamer exhibiting a constant feather.
Figure 4 is a schematic representation of a plurality of streamers exhibiting a constant separation mode.
Figure 5 is a schematic representation of optimum streamer shape modeling with local feather angles defined by
segments along the streamer to achieve a best fit for a prior streamer survey shape.
Figure 6 is a schematic representation of a best-fit straight line according to a look-ahead projection of four shot
points, wherein the residual projections are recomputed based on the location after each shot point.
Figure 7 is a schematic representation of a combination of successive look-ahead best-fit straight lines like that of
Figure 6.
Figures 8A-8B are schematic representations illustrating how a current-induced source cross-line shift can be ex-
pressed in terms of source feather angle, and current and vessel-velocity vector resolutions.
Figure 9 is a schematic representation of a correction or change in streamer front end that results in the streamer
front end being offset at an angle to the course made good, in order to overcome a current-induced crab angle θ.
Figure 10 schematically shows the streamer front end centers being fitted to a desired steering track.
Figures 11 and 12 schematically illustrate how "best fitting" lines for base survey streamers that have common
slopes can be estimated and converted to a common feather angle for all streamers at each shot.
Figure 13 schematically illustrates the principal of Figures 11-12 being applied to estimating an optimum slope for
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individual streamers.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0031] Figures 1A-1B illustrate a typical marine seismic acquisition survey spread (also know simply as "spread") 10
for performing 3-D surveys. The spread 10 is characterized by a plurality of components, some of which are controllable
and known as spread control components. The spread components will typically include one or more marine vessels
11, such as the vessels described in U.S. Patent No. 6,216,627, and a plurality of components towed by at least one of
the vessels. The towed components include cables such as lead-in cables 20, spreader lines 26, streamers 18, and
source tow cables and pressure lines (both represented as 15), as well as sources 16, hydrophone sensors 21 within
the streamers, and steering devices such as deflectors 22, streamer steering birds 38, and source steering devices 17.
[0032] The spread components may further include one or more vehicles (not shown) not tethered to the one or more
vessels, such as the unmanned powered vessel described in U.S. Patent No. 6,028,817, the autonomous underwater
vehicle described in U.S. Patent No. 6,474,254, or the seabed tractor described in International Application No.
PCT/GB01/01930 (WO 01/84184).
[0033] The spread control elements typically include at least two of a rudder R, a propeller P, a thruster (not shown),
one or more devices 17, 22, 38 for steering the towed cables and instruments, and one or more steerable flotation
devices 46, 52.
[0034] More particularly, in the case of a Q™ vessel owned and operated by the assignee of the present invention,
the vessel 11 is provided with a GPS receiver 12 coupled to an integrated computer-based seismic navigation (TRI-
NAVT™), source controller (TRISOR™), and recording (TRIACQ™) system 14 (collectively, TRILOGY™), and tows a
plurality of seismic sources 16, typically a TRISOR™-controlled multiple air gun source of the kind described in our U.S.
Patent No 4,757,482, and an array 19 of four substantially identical streamers 18. However, it will be appreciated that,
in practice, as many as twenty streamers can be towed, for example by using the techniques described in International
Application No. PCT/IB98/01435 (WO 99/15913) assigned to the assignee of the present invention. The streamers 18
are towed by means of their respective lead-ins 20 (i.e., the high strength steel or fiber-reinforced cables which convey
electrical power, control, and data signals between the vessel 11 and the streamers 18). The span of the outer-most
streamers 18 is controlled by two steerable front-end deflectors (SFEDs) called MONOWING™ deflectors, indicated at
22, connected to the respective forward ends 24 of the two or more outer-most streamers. The SFEDs 22, which are
described in detail in U.S. Patent No 5,357,892 assigned to the assignee of the present invention, act in cooperation
with respective spreader lines 26 connected between the forward end 24 of each outer-most streamer 18 and the forward
end 24 of its adjacent streamer to assist in maintaining a substantially uniform spacing between the streamers 18.
[0035] Each streamer 18 includes a plurality (up to 4000) hydrophone sensors 21 distributed at spaced intervals along
the streamer’s length. Each of the hydrophones 21 is separately wired so that its output signal can be separately digitized
and filtered, thereby permitting sophisticated processing known as digital group forming, as described in International
Application No. PCT/GB99/01344 (WO 99/60421) assigned to the assignee of the present invention.
[0036] Each streamer 18 is made up of a large number of substantially identical streamer sections connected together
end to end. Each streamer section comprises an outer plastic skin that contains several elongate stress members, e.g.,
made of Kevlar, and the hydrophones 21 which are separated by kerosene-saturated plastic foam spacer material, as
described in U.S. Patent No. 6,477,111 assigned to the assignee of the present invention. Alternatively, each streamer
section may employ a "solid" construction such as the commercial offerings of Sercel and Thales Underwater Systems.
[0037] Each streamer 18 further has a plurality of inline streamer steering devices (SSDs) 38, also known as "birds,"
preferably Q-FIN™ birds of the kind described in U.S. Patent Application No. US 20020126575, distributed at 200 meter
intervals therealong for controlling the streamer’s depth and steering it laterally. Additionally, each streamer 18 has inline
acoustic emitters or "pingers" 40 uniformly distributed therealong, the pingers being interleaved between the birds 38.
The pingers 40 are part of a positioning and navigation system that is described further below.
[0038] The rearward ends 42 of the streamers 28, i.e., the ends remote from the vessel 11, are connected via respective
stretch sections 44 similar to the stretch sections 36 to respective tailbuoys 46. The tailbuoys are provided with respective
pingers 48, similar to the pingers 40, and respective GPS receivers 50.
[0039] The array 16 is further provided in the region of its forward end 24 with additional buoys or floats 52. More
specifically, the further floats 52 are respectively connected to the streamers, often the 4 outermost, 18 at respective
watertight electro-optical "tee" connectors 54 positioned between the two stretch sections 36 at the forward ends 24 of
the outermost streamers, so as to be towed by the streamers. The buoys 52, which can be substantially identical to the
tailbuoys 46, are provided with respective pingers 56 and GPS receivers 58, and are connected to their respective
connectors 54 by respective stretch sections 60. Although the buoys 52 are shown in Figure 1A as offset with respect
to their streamers for clarity, in practice they are substantially in line with the streamers 18.
[0040] The seismic sources 16 are also provided with a GPS receiver, indicated at 62, and an acoustic receiver such
as a hydrophone 21. The sources 16 are steerable via steering devices 17, such as the devices described in U.K. Patent
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Application No. GB 0307018.2 assigned to the assignee of the present invention.
[0041] In use, the seismic sources 16 and the seismic streamer array 19 are deployed from the vessel 11 and towed
at about 5 knots substantially in the configuration shown in Figures 1A and 1B. The seismic sources 16 are periodically
fired, e.g., every 10 seconds or so, and the resulting reflected seismic data signals are detected by the hydrophones 21
in the streamers 18, then digitized and transmitted to the system 14 in the vessel 11 via the lead-ins 20.
[0042] Although the sources 16 and the streamers 18 are shown in Figure 1A as extending in perfectly straight lines
behind the vessel 11, in practice they are frequently subject to lateral displacement, due for example to wind and wave
action and currents (as described further below). Thus, in order to build up an accurate positional representation of the
earth strata in subsurface area being surveyed, it is essential to determine accurately the respective absolute positions
(i.e., in latitude and longitude) of the sources 16 and the hydrophones 21 for each shot produced by the sources. This
has typically been done for the sources 16 using the GPS receiver 62. The respective positions of the hydrophones 21
are determined with respect to one or more of the GPS receivers 50, 58 and 62 by triangulation, using an acoustic
ranging and positioning system based on the pingers 40, 48 and 56 operating in conjunction with selected ones of the
hydrophones 21, as described in U.S. Patents Nos. 4,992,990 and 5,668,775, both assigned to the assignee of the
present invention. Thus a completed seismic survey results not only in a vast amount of seismic data, but also a vast
amount of positional data defining the respective positions of sources 16 and the hydrophones 21 for each shot produced
by the sources. From this positional data (a.k.a. navigation data), the shape of the path or track followed by each streamer
18 throughout the survey can be determined.
[0043] With reference now to Figure 2, the present inventive method includes the step 110 of collecting input data,
including navigation data 112 for the navigation nodes, operating states 116 from sensors associated with the spread
control elements, environmental data 118 for the survey, and survey design data 120. The set of collected input data
may be acquired from pre-survey information, operator input, the present survey (near real-time or real-time), and from
simulated survey information.

Navigation Data

[0044] Navigation data 112 is available from the spread 10, as described above, through the determination of the
three vectors of position, velocity, and acceleration for a plurality of points (navigation nodes). Subsets of the seismic
hydrophones along the streamer are designated as acoustic positioning receivers. These receive a unique acoustic
signal from inline transmitters typically every 400 meters along the streamer. Combined, the transmitters and receivers
give acoustic reference points typically less than each 100 meters along any streamer, as described in U.S. Patent No.
5,668,775. The end points of the streamers are controlled by GPS reference points that tie the acoustic navigation nodes
to the Earth Centered Earth Fixed coordinate system. The connection between the GPS references and the acoustic
nodes is made through a combination of known distances, acoustically measured distances, and directions measured
by compasses. The totality of these measures is used to give coordinate estimates to each of the navigation nodes in
a least squares adjustment computed at each shot point aboard the vessel.
[0045] The density of these navigation nodes and precision of the position estimates are sufficient to give an adequate
picture of the overall and local spread components. These navigation data are measures of the positional responses of
the spread 10. The three navigation-based vectors can also be used to calibrate local inertial navigation devices. These
local devices can give precise estimates of position, velocity, and acceleration to the spread control system, allowing
the system to calibrate itself at a higher frequency than the acoustic network position updates are available. The navigation
updates are also useful to calibrate the inertial devices themselves, which typically suffer from an accumulating error,
commonly called drift. Calibration is further discussed in greater detail below.

Operating States

[0046] The sensors associated with the spread control elements for producing the operating states 116 collected
among the input data include one or more sensor types of tension, water flow rate, vertical inclination, body orientation,
acceleration, velocity, and position. These sensors or measurement devices will, in one embodiment of the present
invention (described below), provide input to a hydrodynamic spread model that is used to describe the dynamics of the
spread 10.
[0047] One set of operating states pertains to the vessel 11. These include the vessel heading, speed, rudder angle,
propeller pitch, and vessel motion (i.e., heave, pitch and roll). Changes in these will result in cross-line and in line
coordinate changes in the tow point locations at the rear of the vessel 11.
[0048] Another set of operating states relates to the steering devices 17, 22, and 38, and describes the water velocity
over a lifting body such as a deflector wing. The sensors give the orientation of the device 22, e.g., relative to a course
made good and water speed over the lifting bodies. The sensors further indicate the wing angles and changes in wing
angles in relation to the water flow.
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[0049] These operating states can be translated into forces exerted by the steering devices. The sum of these forces,
distributed over the length of a streamer 18 or connected to the points on the source array, and in opposition to the water
induced forces against the towed body surface area, (gun array floats for example also called sausages), give:

1. streamer shape starting from the tow point (origin);
2. center of source; and
3. individual source array positions relative to their vessel tow points.

[0050] Tension on the towing cables is another important operating state that is input - in one embodiment - to a
hydrodynamic model. This is predominantly a function of water velocity relative to the bodies attached to the tension
meters, and drag. In addition, tension is used to determine if the towing lines are approaching their limits, constraining
the amount of steering forces to be exerted by the steering devices.
[0051] Winch counters report the length of towing cable deployed, which, when combined with the SFED forces,
determines the orientation of the spread front end.
[0052] These, and other various operating states, may be combined in the force model to give the force vectors that
determine the shape of the spread components under tow. This is described further below in reference to spread models
such as the force model.

Environmental Data

[0053] The environmental data 118 collected among the input data include one or more data types of current, salinity,
temperature, pressure, speed of sound, wave height, wave frequency, wind speed, and wind direction. The collected
data includes pre-survey and present survey data.
[0054] The tidal currents in the area can be predicted using pre-survey tidal current tables published by several sources.
These include the British Admiralty, the National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), the Service
Hydrographique et Océanographique de la Marine (SHOM). For areas where there is thought to be a strong tidal current
regime, the survey lines will be scheduled to coincide periods of low current. Periods of high current will, to the extent
possible, be used for other survey maneuvers such as turns and run in.
[0055] Further, a survey history of the area can be reviewed to identify the historic degree of feather experienced in
the survey area. Feather statistics may be archived in a database for subsequent use. Feather is an indirect measure
of current in a survey area. This measure can be used to indicate magnitude, direction and temporal and spatial rates
of change in the area. Spatial frequency is related to streamer length. Feather can give an indication of spatial frequency
by relating the speed made good of the streamer tail to rate of change in feather. Rates of change in feather will give
the survey planners an idea of the response time required for the spread control system they are specifying.
[0056] Units of time in the seismic data acquisition process are typically shot points. Long period can then be defined
as some number of shot points into the future corresponding to the length of time the present environmental conditions
will persist.
[0057] As an example, in tidal shooting the tidal current cycle times are well known. Seismic lines have for at least 15
years been planned to get the same current or temporal current gradient along adjacent lines in order to reduce infill.
Several seismic exploration software providers offer survey line planning software to anticipate temporal and spatial
current changes during seismic acquisition.
[0058] In addition, any historical current data available may be reviewed to identify the direction of the strongest
currents. If the geophysical objectives allow, the line directions are preferably planned to be parallel to the predominant
current direction. This will give the least feather and straightest streamers. Such data is available in mature oil producing
areas due to the need for current knowledge for rig and floating production storage offloading (FPSO) maneuvers.
[0059] Several measurement sources of current data are available for measurement during a survey. Vessel hull
mounted Acoustic Doppler Current Profilers (ADCPs) measure current some hundreds of meters before the source array
and spread front end. Current meters mounted on semi-permanently or fixed structures in the survey area, (e.g., bottom
mounted rigs and FPSOs) can report local current via a telemetry link to the vessel 11 in real time. Work or chase boats,
or any other mobile platform including remotely operable vehicles (ROVs), having current-measuring devices aboard
can precede the spread 10 along the survey track and telemeter the current regime the spread will encounter in the
future. Satellite imagery provides knowledge of macro scale loop currents and warm water mass eddies.
[0060] All sources of current are stored in a Geographic Information System (GIS) database with a time tag. This type
of system is commonly used to manage spatially distributed data. An example is the type of data management system
used by Horizon Marine. For short periods the data can be considered valid, (e.g., an hour or less). Longer period trends
can be derived based on the historical changes observed throughout the course of data acquisition and used to anticipate
conditions on adjacent lines. Further, the tidal driven component of current that was predicted as described above can
be calibrated based on in situ measurements. The frequency content of the tidal signal being known, the amplitude and
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phase shifts predicted from tables can be adjusted to fit the exact locale of the survey.
[0061] In situ wind meter data, obtained from meters or sensors located on the same platforms mentioned above for
current, can be treated exactly as current meter data. The use of this data is of course to model forces expected on
objects on the sea surface. In addition, surface layer water can be moved by air friction and cause surface wind driven
current. The effects of wind-driven surface currents reach down to several meters, which is presently the zone for towing
streamers.
[0062] Dynamic oceanographic models of ocean cubes, such as those offered by Horizon Marine, can be used to
predict various ocean phenomena. These models are roughly equivalent to weather prediction models and are analogous
in their accuracy of prediction as a function of time. These models require inputs such as current measures, and wind
for their calibration and boundary conditions. Two of the main drivers for these models are water density differences
and earth motion (i.e., Coriolis force). Density differences are inferred from temperature, pressure (depth), and salinity
data collected horizontally throughout the survey area and vertically through the water column by probes that are either
disposable or retrievable. These data map the density interfaces that together with earth rotation, wind and other forces
cause water bodies of different densities to move in relation to one another. The vertical density gradient is largest in
the upper layers due to solar warming and near land where water originating from land enter the sea and where vertical
land masses cause water of differing densities to change depth, (e.g., coastal upwelling).
[0063] Dynamic oceanographic models are well known but are often macro scale (i.e., areas many times larger than
a survey area). Recent advances in computing power have lead to the development of models suitable for meaningful
prediction of water body movement in areas on the scale of a survey area. Typical numerical models are described in
Introductory Dynamical Oceanography by Pickard and Pond. The use of modeling to predict currents that will be en-
countered by a spread acquiring a seismic survey may be applied in situ to anticipate current. In situ current and wind
measurements will also be used to calibrate the oceanographic model predictions. Greater frequency and horizontal
expanse of the density measurements results in better resolution of the water mass boundaries and improved modeling
and calibration.
[0064] Any subset of current determination methodologies described above, with any degree of calibrated modeling,
or un-calibrated modeling, as well as direct measurement, is valuable for acquisition since it can reduce acquisition time
by increasing production time. The older the data, the less valuable it is. Presently-obtained information (near-real time
and/or real time) will be used to estimate forces that will be encountered along the acquisition line.
[0065] The collection of water density data as described above is presently and will continue to be used to estimate
acoustic wave front propagation between source and receiver points defined as navigation nodes throughout the spread.
[0066] Wave height measurement can be obtained from satellite imagery as well as in situ from heave meters and
high-frequency GPS vertical velocity estimates. Changes in water column position have an impact on seismic recording
and this fact is responsible for the depth-keeping requirement imposed on the SSDs. Wing angle changes for the purpose
of controlling depth will impact a steering device’s ability to steer laterally. Currently, the Q-FIN™ SSD controller combines
horizontal and vertical positioning. Knowledge of wave height aids in determining the available lateral steering ability
while maneuvering the streamer. Wave height gives a measure of water particle motion in three dimensions through the
water column. This is in effect a small scale current. The amplitude of the wave height will dictate whether current is a
significant force at streamer depth.

Input Data Collection

[0067] The pre-survey data collected among the input data preferably includes environmental sensor data. The portion
of the input data 110 that is collected as real-time survey data may include one or more data types of cable tension,
water flow rate, inclination, orientation, acceleration, velocity, positioning, spread control element setting, environmental
data, seismic signal and noise data, and operator input. The collected positioning data may include data from one or
more sensors of the group consisting of GPS receivers, echo sounders, depth sensors, acoustic ranging systems,
magnetic compasses, gyrocompasses, radio-location systems, accelerometers, and inertial systems. The spread control
element setting data may include one or more inputs of the group consisting of thruster setting, propeller pitch, propeller
rotation speed, rudder angle, towing cable tension, winch position, deflector orientation, deflector angle, deflector water
speed, streamer steering device orientation, and streamer steering device wing angle. The operator input data may
include spread parameter settings and environmental data.
[0068] The simulated survey data may include one or more data types of simulated pre-survey, simulated operator
input, simulated present survey, simulated near real-time, simulated real-time survey, and simulated environmental data.
[0069] The raw seismic sensor data collected during the seismic survey may also be characterized as input data.
Accordingly, in one embodiment, the inventive method further includes the step of using the raw seismic sensor data to
produce quality indicators for the estimated local water flow at the streamer surface. The raw seismic sensor data is
useful to verify the force model and current expectations. Measured ambient noise is compared to predicted or expected
ambient noise given the expected water flow over the surface of the streamer. Large differences between the expected
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and recorded noise indicates either the recording system is in error or the current is different than anticipated. Changes
in ambient noise along the length of the streamer gives the spatial current gradient The quality indicators may include
binning datasets, absolute noise data, signal-to-noise ratios, and seismic signal frequency content. The quality indicators
may be used to validate the real-time survey data.

Survey Design

[0070] The survey design data 120 collected among the input data includes one or more data types of area, depth,
shooting orientation, line coordinates, source and receiver positions, required coverage, constraints, optimizing factors,
and historical data. Those skilled in the art will appreciate that the survey design data further includes spread performance
specifications 114, as described below. The survey design data may also be characterized by survey objectives and
constraints, and may be substantially defined by pre-survey information.
[0071] Survey design is relevant since geophysical objectives are constraints within which all seismic surveyors must
work. General survey design will encompass all aspects of a survey objective. Certain of the geophysical objectives will
impact the acquisition. These include:

1. number and length of streamers;
2. streamer separation;
3. source array dimensions;
4. shot point spacing; and
5. line direction

[0072] Once the geophysical objective(s) for the survey design have been determined, it becomes important to identify
the factors that will make the seismic data acquisition difficult and try to mitigate them. If, for example, an objective of
the survey is time lapse (4-D), a factor making acquisition difficult is a non-straight prior or base survey trajectory.
Knowledge of the trajectory is gained by reading the "P190" data produced from the prior survey. These trajectories may
then be compared to a trajectory that can likely be acquired considering the selected acquisition hardware. If, however,
a principal objective is conventional coverage, pre-plot lines will determine the survey tracks. For any geophysical
objective, however, local obstructions and bathymetry will be constraints to the planned tracks.
[0073] The above description of the use of survey design data, spread control element specifications, environmental
data, and the operating states particularly apply (but are not limited) to measurements taken during the present survey.
These data are input to a general transform function 121 that gives a set of desired output, as shown in Figure 2 and
described further below.
[0074] The spread control elements selected for the survey design will be chosen to meet the anticipated seismic data
acquisition requirements. In addition, the vessel track will be constrained by the survey objectives. Further, obstructions
in the survey area, and bathymetric data will be monitored for proximity to the spread during the survey operation.

Performance Specifications

[0075] The performance specifications 114 collected among the survey design data 120 is typically hydrodynamic,
and may include vessel profile and characteristics, vessel maneuvering limitations, towed cable drag and other physical
characteristics, steerable cable device characteristics, source drag and other physical characteristics, steerable source
device characteristics, deflector characteristics, flotation device drag and other physical characteristics, and winch op-
eration characteristics. Such individual device specification data is typically available from the manufacturer and/or from
historical data. These inputs may, among other uses, be combined with the geophysical survey objective constraints to
conduct a simulated survey that is useful for survey design and can give a provisional combined towing system behavior
specification. Thus, for example, various spread requirements and specifications may be defined before the survey takes
place, such as spatial frequency of streamer steering devices along the streamer, number of steerable front-end deflectors
to deploy, number of source steering deflectors to deploy, and computing power required for expected cycles times
(related to current gradient). Further, simulations of this sort can be used to design spread components for improved
control performance. Examples of parameters that could be varied in simulations are, cable diameter, cable density,
more hydrodynamic cable body shapes and steering devices.

Position Estimation

[0076] Having collected the input data, the positions of the sources and receivers are estimated using the navigation
data 112, the operating states 116, and the environmental data 118. More particularly, the positions are estimated
according to a spread model 123 within the transform function 121. The spread model calculates a first set of estimated
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positions using input that includes at least the operating states 116 and the environmental data 118. The environmental
data is used as described in Figure 9 to give the natural feather. Added to the natural feather is some amount of steered
feather, demanded from the SSDs 38. An example of an operating state contributing to position estimation is a steering
input/correction for achieving a desired feather angle. Steered feather is obtained by the exertion of force in the cross-
line direction by the SSDs along the streamer 18. The equation governing the exerted force is based on the wing lift
equation:

where:

Ci = lift coefficient;
A = wing surface area;
V = water velocity with respect to the wing angle of attack; and
ρ = water density.

The angle of attack is adjustable, and is thus another operating state. Changes in the angle of attack create an acceleration
or change in force exerted by the SSDs integrated or coupled to the streamers.
[0077] The collected navigation data 112 includes a second set of estimated positions. A subset of the seismic hy-
drophones 21 along the streamer are designated as acoustic positioning receivers. These receive a unique acoustic
signal from inline transmitters typically every 400 meters along the streamer. Combined, the transmitters and receivers
give acoustic reference points (i.e., navigation nodes) typically less than each 100 meters along any streamer, as
described in U.S. Patent No. 5,668,775. The end points of the streamers are controlled by GPS reference points that
tie the acoustic navigation nodes to the Earth Centered Earth Fixed coordinate system. The connection between the
GPS references and the acoustic nodes is made through a combination of known distances, acoustically measured
distances and directions measured by compasses. The totality of these measures are used to give coordinate estimates
(the second set of position estimates) to each of the navigation nodes in a least squares adjustment computed at each
shot point aboard the vessel.
[0078] The first and second sets of estimated positions are combined (see node 122) within the transform function to
produce the (combined) estimated source and receiver positions and predicted residuals (see box 122a). The predicted
residuals represent the difference between the first and second sets of estimated positions, and are used to estimate a
set of parameters that characterize the spread model 123. The spread model parameters are used to calibrate the spread
model. The predicted residuals may further be used to estimate error states for sensors used to collect the environmental
data.

Optimum Track Determination

[0079] The optimum tracks are determined at 124 according to a weighting function 125 within the transform function
121. The weighting function receives as inputs the survey design data 120 and the most recently estimated positions of
the sources and receivers (see box 122a). The input from the survey design data may include performance specifications
for the spread control elements, such as steering constraints. Other survey design criteria include geophysical and
operational requirements. The geophysical requirements may, e.g., include achieving desired coverage of a subsurface
area, or duplicating the seismic signal ray paths of a prior survey, and controlling the seismic sensor noise. The operational
requirements may, e.g., include defining one or more safe passages for the spread through dangerous areas, determining
an optimum time to perform one or more lines of the survey, and reducing non-production time. The weighting function
125 is used to apply relative weighting coefficients to the inputs for calculation of optimum tracks for the spread by the
transform function. "Optimum track" determination includes an optimum spread body shape determination, and the
corresponding shape change along a track.
[0080] In order to achieve the objectives of a seismic survey, some set of coordinates (i.e., a "track") must be occupied.
The first estimate of a desirable or "optimum" survey track is made in the survey design phase described above. In situ,
this track will be re-computed at some frequency, depending on the forces present and the frequency of navigation
updates. Even if the re-computation of the optimum track occurs at a high frequency, the response time of the system
will be considered when issuing drive commands to optimally realize the optimum tracks. In areas of small current, the
survey design track or pre-survey track may be achievable with little or no effort on the part of the spread control system.
In other areas, a high frequency re-computation of the best-cost track may be required. The re-computation can only
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be achieved if there is a navigation update to reveal the success of the spread model-driven prediction. The re-computation
is only needed if the navigation update shows that the predicted trajectory has deviated from the track by more than the
probable error bounds set (also referred to as the no-change corridor).
[0081] In practice, the physical constraints imposed by nature combined with the steering system limits will likely
prevent the intended pre-survey track from being followed to some degree. The path determination is made with con-
sideration for the target coordinates and the ability to reach the coordinates given a potential for spread control.
[0082] In one embodiment of the optimum track computation 124, a best-cost map method as described by U.S. Patent
No. 6,629,037, assigned to the assignee of the present invention, is employed. The successive candidate cells (track
segments) are weighted by a function that incorporates a combination of factors that may generally be characterized as
steering constraints. These factors include:

1. pre-survey track of all spread components;
2. a separation of importance for spread components, analogous to the offset weighting in Nyland;
3. the steering potential available;
4. the response time of the system;
5. the stability of the system; and
6. the physical limits of the system.

[0083] The optimum track is first checked for collision potential, with both spread elements and external obstructions,
before being forwarded to the spread model to be transformed into the drive commands that will realize the optimum
track. The track optimization safety criteria include verification (see box 127) that the trajectory of any spread element
poses no danger of collision. A "no" result will cause feedback through the GUI to the user that either the steering
constraint parameters are not set correctly or that the optimization algorithm is flawed. The user then has the option to
take manual control of the steering system or modify the steering constraints. Steering constraint modification is for
example, if the streamer separation limits are exceeded, the user may opt to allow the streamers to pass closer to each
other. For another example, if a spread element (e.g., tailbuoy) will pass too close to an obstruction such as a Floating
Production SO, the user may opt to have the FPSO change position and enter this into the survey design data flow so
that the optimum track may be realized safely.
[0084] A "yes" result to the safety check will lead to the submission of the determined optimum tracks to the spread
model 123 for use in computing new operating states (i.e., drive commands) for the spread control elements.
[0085] The drive command optimization computation results in a set of drive commands - primarily steering commands
- that will bring about changes in the positions of the spread components as part of the transform function 121. The drive
command optimizations will be constrained by the projected environmental conditions and the steering devices available
to enable the steering. The definition of optimization will be determined by the optimum track.

Drive Command Calculations

[0086] Drive commands (also referred to herein as new operating states that result from the optimum track determi-
nation) are calculated in the spread model 123 for at least two of the spread control elements using the determined
optimum tracks (from box 124) that have been validated (at 127). The spread response times are estimated by the
spread model and taken into account when calculating the drive commands. The drive commands are also regulated
to maintain stability of the spread, and validated (at 128) before being delivered to the spread control elements.
[0087] Each of the drive commands calculated with the inventive method may be used to control at least one of position,
speed, and heading for one or more components of the spread. Typically, the drive commands will include commands
for controlling at least one of the vessel propeller, vessel thruster, spread component steering devices, and the vessel
cable winches. The vessel cable winches, in particular, may be dynamically controlled.
[0088] The optimization computation results in a set of drive commands - primarily steering commands - that will bring
about changes in the positions of the spread components as part of the transform function 121. The drive command
optimizations will be constrained by the projected environmental conditions and the steering devices available to enable
the steering. The definition of optimization will be determined by the objective(s) of the drive commands.
[0089] The optimization criteria include verification (see box 127) that any set of mechanically-induced drive commands
or force changes that are required to achieve a determined optimum track are within safety requirements for the survey.
Typically, the safety requirements will fall into one of equipment safety constraints and human safety constraints. A "yes"
result to the safety check will lead to the submission of the determined optimum tracks to the spread model 123 for use
in computing new operating states (i.e., drive commands) for the spread control elements. Thus, e.g., upon detection
that certain of the spread control components have failed (such as the vessel propeller or rudder, deflectors, source or
streamer steering devices), the system will assume a "maximum safety" mode that restricts drive commands in the
interest of equipment and personnel preservation.
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Potential Determination

[0090] The potential for spread control is measured by the spread model 123, which in a presently preferred embodiment
is a hydrodynamic force model that determines the amount of force available after subtracting the force already consumed
at the present shot cycle from the total potential force. Steering potential, while derived from available force, can be
expressed in units of feather angle (e.g., degrees, or any angular measure). Depending on the survey design, including
the acquisition objective(s), an analysis is made to determine whether drive command changes are needed and, if so,
which changes are appropriate. Force by definition has an acceleration component. The system performance capacity,
including the steering potential available, is predicted by the theoretical force-driven model and the spread control element
drive commands that should give the necessary accelerations.

Delay, System Response, and Position History Relations and Error States

[0091] As mentioned previously, the position histories (first estimated position sets) predicted by the spread model
123 are compared with position history estimates resulting from the navigation solution (second estimated position sets),
forming the predicted residuals. The predicted residuals are then related to the error states defined within the force
model inputs, the force model parameters, and the spread control element performance specifications. In an error-free
model, predicted responses will occur on schedule, or, in other words, system delays will be accounted for in the predicted
response. Before the model learns from the navigation solution what the system responses are, through calibration,
model predictions will have some degree of error, with the error magnitudes depending on the quality of the model and
inputs.
[0092] Before a history of comparisons is available, the navigation solution-based histories (second estimated position
sets) will be infinitely higher in weight compared to the force model-based position histories. Practically, this means the
combined navigation and predicted model position estimates are equal to the navigation estimate with nearly all the
predicted residual being attributed to the spread model. After the model is calibrated, the force model expectation of
position history should consistently agree with the navigation-based measured history to within the expectation of error
in the measured, or navigation solution, position estimates.

Drive Command Calculations

[0093] Drive commands (also referred to herein as new operating states that result from the optimum track determi-
nation) are calculated in the spread model 123 for at least two of the spread control elements using the determined
optimum tracks (from box 124) that have been validated (at 127). The spread response times are estimated by the
spread model and taken into account when calculating the drive commands. The drive commands are also regulated
to maintain stability of the spread, and validated (at 128) before being delivered to the spread control elements.
[0094] Each of the drive commands calculated with the inventive method may be used to control at least one of position,
speed, and heading for one or more components of the spread. Typically, the drive commands will include commands
for controlling at least one of the vessel propeller, vessel thruster, spread component steering devices, and the vessel
cable winches. The vessel cable winches, in particular, may be dynamically controlled.
[0095] The drive commands are typically determined according to geophysical and operational requirements. The
geophysical requirements may, e.g., include achieving desired coverage of a subsurface area, or duplicating the seismic
signal ray paths of a prior survey, and controlling the seismic sensor noise. The operational requirements may, e.g.,
include defining one or more safe passages for the spread through dangerous areas, determining an optimum time to
perform one or more lines of the survey, and reducing non-production time. Accordingly, alternative drive commands
may be calculated for effecting a safe passage between two or more definable locations.

Invention Applications Other than Real Time Surveying

[0096] An additional role of the present invention is to provide the operator with "intelligent finishing" or scenario-
planning. The operator expresses basic intentions to the transform function 121 for a route between two or more points
and the module evaluates possible safe alternative passages for the entire spread which fall within the spread steering
capabilities and presents them to the operator for selection. This could be used when arrival at a particular point at a
particular time is required. Another use could be when a safe close passage to a permanent or semi-permanent structure
or feature in the survey area is required for operational reasons.
[0097] Intelligent-finishing uses the same extrapolation into the future but the limits imposed on solutions are different
to those used in a surveying environment. In this case the emphasis is on safety and travel time rather than ensuring
that each individual element of the spread follows an exact pre-defined path. It might be that exclusion zones define
areas that individual elements should not enter. The extrapolation time will normally be longer and the uncertainties
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within the system which can be accepted are greater. In this case the operator chooses which scenario to accept.
[0098] Still another application of the invention applies to development simulation. Actual input data is run through the
transform function 121 with steering devices under development. Projected improvements in performance are used to
gauge the value of developing the steering device improvements.
[0099] Based on the objective of the steering system, a vessel track, streamer front end track, source track, and
streamer feather may be computed to give the best positioning of the spread, driven by the spread control elements.
This will be described in greater detail below using a force model as an exemplary spread model 123.

Applications Overview

[0100] The table that follows presents typical examples of optimization criteria according to broadly defined survey
periods:

Table 1: Optimization Criteria

Event Pre-Conditions Objective Output Constraint

Pre-Survey None Evaluate survey 
with required bin 
coverage in 
minimum number of 
vessel passes

Survey shooting 
plan

Avoid hazard to own or 
other equipment

Pre-Survey None Determine 
feasibility of 
performing 
successful survey in 
a given area

Worst-case error 
ellipses; major risk 
factors, spread 
control elements or 
system required, 
maximum heading 
changes likely

Maintain stability of 
system

Survey Current state of 
survey

Complete survey 
with required bin 
coverage in 
minimum number of 
vessel passes

Survey shooting 
plan

Avoid hazard to own or 
other equipment

Survey All gear in water; 
ready to shoot

Move from current 
position to start of 
next pass

Steering plan for 
vessel and 
equipment

Avoid hazard to own or 
other equipment

Survey All gear in water; 
ready to shoot

Move from current 
position to a desired 
position

Steering plan for 
vessel and 
equipment

Avoid hazard to own or 
other equipment

Survey All gear in water; 
ready to shoot/
shooting

Control vessel and 
other spread control 
components 
according to original 
shooting plan

Drive commands 
delivered to spread 
control components

Abide by predefined 
safety margins

Deployment / 
recovery

All/some gear on 
vessel

Deploy a streamer Steering plan for 
vessel and 
equipment

Minimize risks

Deployment / 
recovery

All/some gear in 
water

Recover a streamer Steering plan for 
vessel and 
equipment

Minimize risks

Deployment / 
recovery

All gear in water Streamer 
maintenance

Steering instruction 
to workboat; 
streamer commands 
to aid maintenance

Minimize risks
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Accordingly, alternative drive commands may be calculated for effecting various spread trajectorys.

Transform Function

[0101] As mentioned previously, the transform function 121 executes the position-estimation, optimum track-deter-
mining, and drive command-calculation steps 122, 124, 126 of the inventive method. The spread model 123, based on
the inputs also mentioned earlier, generates a first set of predicted position estimates and/or spread body shapes ahead
until the next navigation update. This set of predictions is combined with the navigation system position estimates (a
second set) to get the combined source and receiver position and/or shape estimates. The predicted residuals (difference
between first and second sets) are used to estimate certain key spread model parameters, and any error states associated
with the environmental measurements such as current or wind. The combined position estimates are delivered to the
optimum track estimation algorithm 124 and a weighting function 125.
[0102] The resulting spread model parameters are fed back to the spread model algorithm 123. Further, estimates of
the environmental measurement error states are fed back as calibration values to the environmental measuring devices
(see box 118).
[0103] The optimum tracks are preferably determined at 124 according to a weighting function 125 within the transform
function. In a particular embodiment, the weighting function receives as inputs the survey design data 120 (including
the performance specifications), as well as the combined position estimates. The weighting function assigns relative
importance, or weights, to each of the combined position estimates and the survey design data 120 (including, in particular,
the steering constraints) to derive an optimum track or shape for the spread. "Optimum" in this sense means satisfying
as closely as possible both the steering constraints and survey objectives, given the present spread position estimates.
[0104] Besides the previously mentioned force model, the spread model may be driven by a pure stochastic model
of the spread components, it may be a closed loop control system as described in International Patent Application No.
WO 00/20895 (PID controller based on a force model), a neural network, or it may employ one of the L-norm fitting
criteria to estimate spread behavior. Essentially, any estimation theory method suitable for optimized coordination of a
suite of spread control elements may be applied to achieve a desired track for all or part of the spread. For the case of
a neural network, the spread model is patterned on the teachings of U.S. Patent No. 6,418,378 (training model using
"snapshot" spread coordinates).
[0105] If the transform function determines (box 124) that a substantially different spread shape or track is required
or desirable, this spread alteration is checked or validated by an internal safety check (see box 127).
[0106] If the safety check determines the new track or shape is safe ("yes"), the coordinate set or shape description

(continued)

Event Pre-Conditions Objective Output Constraint

Change(s) in spec, 
conditions, 
environment

Current state of 
survey; changes

Complete survey 
with required bin 
coverage in 
minimum number of 
vessel passes

Survey shooting 
plan

Avoid hazard to own or 
other equipment

Failure Failure of vessel 
propulsion

Restore propulsion All control systems 
set to safest position

Maximize safety for 
equipment and 
personnel

Failure Failure of deflector Repair/replace 
failed deflector

All control systems 
set to safest position

Maximize safety for 
equipment and 
personnel

Failure Failure of vessel 
steering

Restore steering All control systems 
set to safest position

Maximize safety for 
equipment and 
personnel

Failure Failure of source 
steering device

Repair/replace or 
make fail-safe the 
failed device

All control systems 
set to safest position

Maximize safety for 
equipment and 
personnel

Failure Failure of streamer 
steering device

Repair/replace or 
make fail-safe the 
failed device

All control systems 
set to safest position

Maximize safety for 
equipment and 
personnel
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for the spread control elements that comprise the newly estimated optimum track are fed to the spread model 123 to
obtain the appropriate drive command corrections. As an example of an optimized next step, the determination of which
controllable device or devices should be commanded is undertaken. An initial search is made using the principle that
the device to be commanded is the lowest in the chain that can affect all out-of limit or undesirable conditions. Thus, if
the streamer array 19 and the source array 16 are out of position in the same direction, changing the position of the
vessel 11, the "parent" towing device, is most likely to be the optimum strategy. If the streamer and source arrays are
out of position in opposite directions, changing individual controls on each subsystem might be optimum. An optimum
change is computed, using the relationships established earlier, for example, a one degree rudder change might change
the vessel lateral motion by 0.1 meters on average over five seconds.
[0107] For validation, this change is then extrapolated forward in time to check the effects on the entire spread over
a period of time at least corresponding to next update cycle. If the effects are undesirable, another combination of control
changes is established and the extrapolation process repeated. No matter what the limitations on the steering available
to the spread control elements, there is a definable, optimal steering command set. It may be that no change is possible
that achieves an initial definition of optimum or desirable results over the forward extrapolation period. In this case, the
definition of optimum is modified such that changes that achieve the desired results over the longest period of time are
searched for.
[0108] If the internal safety check 127 determines that the computed optimum track is not safe, this "no" response is
fed back to the operator online through a Graphical User Interface (GUI). The operator is thereby notified of the track
components that exceed the safety check limits and is prompted to modify the survey design to mitigate the safety
violation. This may entail re-weighting certain target points along base survey. The operator has the option to take control
of the system and steer manually for the period of faulty steering to ensure no accidents occur.
[0109] In general, when a correction is needed, there are always two types of corrections that may be made: one
which removes the source error by making a control change at or ahead (upstream) of a problem area; and one which
removes the propagation of an error or problem by making control changes behind (downstream) the problem area.
[0110] When the drive commands are chosen by the spread model 123 to realize the safe validated optimum track,
the drive commands themselves are validated at 128. This is a failsafe mechanism for the drive command choice
algorithm. If the drive commands are validated ("yes"), they are delivered to the spread control elements to be carried
out (see 130).
[0111] If the drive commands fail the validation step ("no"), the operator is again alerted to an algorithmic failure and
given the option to take manual control or modify one of the parameters that make up the steering constraints.
[0112] The transform function cycle can occur as often as navigation data is available and computing power permits.
Alternatively, the cycle can be carried out less frequently, and the spread model constantly re-issues drive commands
that will cause the spread to conform to the most recently determined optimal shape or track.
[0113] Over time, an optimum spread model is developed through calibration, essentially a learning process, comparing
measured position history with expected model outcomes. This model will vary according to the equipment within the
spread and the prevailing sea and weather conditions. The spread model 123 is primed with a coordinate set for the
spread components to determine the starting-point in the model. It then builds up a dynamic model view of the spread
components based on prevailing sea conditions of currents and tides and the effects of spread control elements, among
other things mentioned herein, and calibrates or otherwise trains the spread model. System calibration is achieved by
establishing the relationship between the system parameters and the predicted residuals. The cause of the predicted
spread component coordinate changes will always be due to at least one of spread control element operating state
changes, sea current and near surface wind. The natural forces can be known by direct measurement with current and
wind meters, inferred by spread element changes measured with the navigation solution, or by model prediction in an
ocean and/or weather prediction model, such as the models available through Horizon Marine.

Long Term Planning

[0114] In areas where the most significant influences are generated by highly deterministic and predictable phenomena
such as tidal currents, these inputs can be used to generate an optimal set of steering commands up to months before
the actual survey time. The spread model 123 may then extrapolate forward using the calibrated spread model param-
eters.

Real Time Adjustments to the Planned Optimal Track

[0115] During the execution of the survey, the optimum track, based on tidal or other currents, can be adjusted based
on the actual positions realized along the survey line. A no-change scenario occurs when the actual trajectory realized
is within the limits set for the planned track. The no-change corridor limits will be derived from both the error estimates
associated with the combined source and receiver position estimates and the steering constraints thought to give the
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optimum result. This check can occur for each cycle of the transform function.
[0116] If the trajectory falls outside the no-change corridor, then a correction is required and the process shifts to the
next stage. This next stage is to reoccupy the no change corridor or some other corridor, perhaps narrower, but centered
within the no-change corridor. An example of a methodology for keeping within the no-change corridor is through PID
control of the spread control elements. If the no-change scenario is achieved, then analysis is made of the way the
scenario is changing towards the limits to discover whether a correction would then be desirable. The ideal solution is
a scenario that remains mid-way between the acceptable tolerance limits.

Transform Function Summary

[0117] Simply stated, the primary role of the transform function 121 is to take all the available input data 110 and
transform them into the necessary drive commands for all the spread control elements to achieve a selected survey
objective. While there may be several possible solutions to achieve a near-instantaneous conformance to the require-
ments, the transform function will calculate the solution set as it is projected into the future to ensure that steering
commands made now will not cause unwanted effects for a time in the future. This time may, for example, be the time
duration for the entire spread to pass over a given location. During each cycle, the inputs are put to the transform function
121 which re-evaluates the current operating states and any need for a new, optimal set of operating states, including
but not limited to steering commands, and computes adjustments as necessary.

Calibration

[0118] As mentioned above, the spread model 123 is preferably calibrated using spread model parameter estimates
based on the predicted residuals and/or measured behavior, which are based on the navigation data 112. Calibration
thus takes advantage of available measured outcomes, such as positions obtained or estimated using another method
such as acoustic networks or GPS, to train the spread model before and after any individual or sequence of uncalibrated
transform function cycle(s).
[0119] The calibrating step preferably includes minimizing the difference between the predicted residuals, by estimating
spread model parameters that result in agreement with the position estimate. In this manner, it’s possible to feedback
positioning quality information so that the accuracy of the spread control components that contribute to the position
prediction process may be improved upon. Spread control model parameters that might be calibrated include, towed
body drag coefficients, lift coefficients, current meter error, wind meter errors, operating state biases. Calibrating these
parameters will narrow the difference between track (pre-designated) and trajectory (actual) coordinates.
[0120] The minimization can be achieved by relating the hydrodynamic or other model type parameters mathematically
to the observations that drive the model. Current force in the sea and wind force on the sea surface are the ambient or
natural force regime while mechanical counter forces generated by the spread control elements are used to position the
spread optimally.
[0121] An example of spread behavior calibration through measured performance is achieved steered feather. Given
the range of demanded side forces from the SSDs 38, a range of steered feather angles can be measured as an outcome.
This outcome will be unique to the local current regime and the spread under tow. Various streamer-steered feather
angles can be predicted and achieved as they were in the recent past, and thus the SSD response is calibrated. Simiiarly,
the time taken to achieve various steered feathers can be measured and used to predict the feather change required to
achieve optimum streamer target shapes.
[0122] The range of demanded side forces possible from any of the spread control elements is limited, especially in
the framework of normal data acquisition, (nearly straight tow). For this reason, only a small subset of the total function
that describes the temporal and spatial response of the total system is needed for prediction of the small incremental
changes demanded under normal operation.
[0123] Alternatively, the mathematical model fitting may employ a pure stochastic model of the spread components.
Other examples of the mathematical model fitting steps may include one of the L-norm fitting criteria, PID controller,
Kalman filter, or a neural network, or any combination of these.

System

[0124] In another aspect, the present invention provides a system for controlling the seismic survey spread 10. The
system is preferably located onboard the vessel 11, but those skilled in the art will appreciate that one or more components
may be located elsewhere such as another vessel or on shore, as in remote monitoring of a survey from a shore based
office, that includes some or all of the transform function computations, depending on the data transfer rates available.
The system includes a database for receiving the input data 110, and a set of computer-readable medium(s) having
computer-executable instructions that collectively make up the transform function 121 as described herein. Thus, a first
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computer-readable medium has computer-executable instructions for estimating the positions of the sources 16 and
receivers 21 using the navigation data 112, the operating states 116, and the environmental data 118. A second computer-
readable medium has computer-executable instructions for determining optimum tracks for the sources 16 and receivers
21 using a portion of the input data 110 that includes at least the survey design data 120. A third computer-readable
medium has computer-executable instructions for calculating drive commands for at least two of the spread control
elements using at least one the determined optimum tracks. These computer-readable mediums may be combined or
consolidated in a manner that is well known in the art, such as by placing the respective computer-executable instructions
on a single compact disk. The drive commands preferably account for time delays in the response of the spread 10, as
previously described.

Validation

[0125] An important component of the inventive spread control system is independent validation (steps 127, 128) of
the optimum tracks calculated at step 124 and the drive commands calculated at step 126. Validation is important for
several reasons, including:

1. to ensure the safety of the vessel 11 and other vessels in the neighborhood;
2. to ensure that the spread control elements are operated within manufacturers’ tolerances; and
3. to ensure that individual failures are prevented from propagating into costly equipment loss or damage.

[0126] Validation occurs at several levels and modes of the operation. The various levels of validation include:

1. internal consistency of optimum track for all spread elements within the spread 10;

a. predicted position changes within spread relative proximity limit?
b. predicted velocity changes within spread relative velocity limit?
c. predicted position changes within obstruction proximity limit?
d. predicted velocity changes within obstruction relative velocity limit?
e. predicted resultant tension within allowed tension limits?

2. drive command parameters to be within limits appropriate for particular modes of operation; .

a. predicted resultant tension within allowed tension limits?
b. all deflector angles of attack within stall limits?
c. all wing angles of attack within stall limits?
d. all vessel control apparatus within limits to restrict heading change?

3. drive commands sent to devices with a high degree of coupling to be checked for antagonism (for example,
steering adjacent streamers towards each other when they are already too close).

[0127] The modes of operation taken into account include:

1. straight-line production - characterized by low rates-of-change of drive command parameters;
2. non-straight-line production - characterized by medium rates-of-change;
3. turn during non-production - characterized by higher rates-of-change;
4. deployment - characterized by high rates-of-change and some limits not being observed; and
5. emergency - characterized by the fewest controls on drive command parameters.

[0128] Validation further includes the checking of system limits, such as:

1. spread control element control limits not exceeded - for example, end-stops on rudder;
2. environment sensor limits not exceeded - for example, towing tension, diving streamer in shallow area;
3. rate of response to spread control element control setting changes - for example, a steering change may have
little effect on a vessel if the wind is opposing it, but a large effect if the wind is assisting it; and
4. position of a spread component not outside an acceptable area (or inside an unacceptable one).

[0129] In normal operation, the validation will allow the checked control settings to proceed to the respective spread
control element controller after positive validation. If the request is rejected, a warning message is sent to the Operator
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and the request is blocked. The Operator would then take overriding action as necessary to control and correct the
situation.

Minimum Coupling Model Example

[0130] A particular embodiment of the present invention that employs a hydrodynamic model within the transform
function will now be described with reference to Figures 3-13. The spread control elements will be controlled as inde-
pendently as possible, or can be coordinated manually by an operator. Within the vessel reference frame, the spread
control elements are treated as independently as possible. In another embodiment of the invention, all spread control
elements are controlled by a highly integrated control system with a comprehensive coupled model.

Vessel Steering

[0131] The role vessel steering plays in spread control is to position the towpoints for the towed spread bodies such
that they can maneuver into an optimum position for each seismic shot. The reactive characteristics of a survey vessel
(i.e., its performance specifications) must be part of the algorithm that plans the vessel steering. When computing the
distance into the future to project the vessel path, knowledge of forces that will be encountered by the vessel 11 along
this future path must be considered.
[0132] The amount of steering needed to control source and receiver positions can be influenced by the base survey.
If the base survey was conducted to optimize coverage, current forces with a cross-line component may have caused
the spread to oscillate along the shooting line. Especially in conventional survey configurations, vessel steering is the
most usual method to reduce infill. If, however, the base survey was conducted to optimize the probability of successfully
repeating the same seismic energy ray paths in future surveys, the vessel might have steered straight along the pre-
plot line.
[0133] Depending on the survey objective, one or more of the spread components should occupy a target space along
the survey line. The vessel path that will allow this can be computed using a best-cost map method as described by
U.S. Patent No. 6,629,037. This method is further developed below.

Decoupling the Spread Control Elements from Each Other

[0134] As stated above, within the vessel reference frame, cross-line forces can be exerted by the spread control
elements being towed. Thus, the vessel must be looked at as being coupled to the towed spread, but the spread control
elements can be looked at as if they are independent within the vessel reference frame. The coupling to the vessel will
be weighted for one or more of the towed spread elements, depending on the objective of the system. Decoupling of
the spread control elements within the spread control model is presently believed to provide the best solution (although
others exist) for determining how the elements interact and influence the vessel trajectory.
[0135] If the spread control elements can control the spread 10 adequately to meet the positioning objectives with no
cross-line contribution from the vessel 11, the spread control elements are, to a large degree, practically and conceptually
decoupled from the vessel.

The Source Array

[0136] The inline motion of the source arrays 16 is determined by the vessel 11. The distance cross-line the source
arrays can travel is constrained by the towing configuration (e.g., ropes or lead-ins 20). If the source arrays can be
steered within this cross-line constraint corridor, and the target is within this corridor, optimum source positioning can
be achieved. Several mechanisms for positioning within this corridor are possible. These include:

1. extra parallel gun strings that can be dynamically combined to give the source array according to their proximity
to the desired cross-line position;
2. winch systems that control the towing configuration relative to outer streamer tow ropes; and
3. deflectors on the source array with controllable angles of attack.

[0137] By these mechanisms, the source position can be steered cross-line to get the best possible position with,
depending on the mechanism in use, little or no regard for any other spread control element. This assumes the vessel
11 hasn’t deviated cross-line from the pre-plot line by more than the source steering devices 17 can correct for, (i.e., is
decoupled) and the cross-line forces on the source arrays 16 can be countered by the steering device 17 in use.
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Steerable Streamer Front End Deflector (SFED)

[0138] The SFED 22 developed for time-lapse applications can drive the front end of the streamers 18 cross-line.
Depending on the length of the lead in cables 20, cross-line motion will change the inline component of the individual
streamers, giving a skew to the collective front end, commonly called streamer front end skew. Here there is a coupling
between inline and cross-line, but it’s slight.
[0139] There are several reasons for steering the front end of the streamers 18. One is to prevent the outer streamer
front ends from rotating, (front end skew). One of the most evident causes of front end skew is vessel steering. Also,
SFED steering can be used to shift the front of the streamers cross-line. Finally, SFEDs control streamer separation.
All of these steering objectives contribute to positioning the streamer front end, which is the reference point for the
streamer steering algorithm described below.

Streamer Steering Devices (SSDs)

[0140] The SSD global controller has several modes with the objective to deliver a demanded individual or collective
streamer shape. Constant feather and constant separation are two examples.

Feather Mode

[0141] In feather mode, the SSD global controller uses the front end of the streamer as a reference point (srp),
effectively an origin, from which an ideal streamer shape is computed relative to some reference direction, for example,
the pre-plot line direction. One case of this shape is a streamer 18 with constant feather, i.e., substantially the entire
streamer has the same feather as seen in Figure 3. Thus a desired feather of zero degrees is obtained by steering
towards a virtual streamer computed by extending a straight back from the front reference point of the streamer and
parallel to some reference direction like the pre-plot line direction.
[0142] Here is a coupling or cooperation between the SFED and the SSD global controller. As stated above, steering
to get the correct reference point for the streamer front end is another objective of SFED steering.

Constant Separation Mode

[0143] This mode, shown in Figure 4, functions by comparing the distance from the SSD on the adjacent streamer to
the desired separation. The SSDs function to keep all streamers a user-entered distance apart. During periods of skew,
the cross-line component of the distance is resolved for comparison.

Limits to Steering

[0144] Anticipation of the forces ahead, particularly the cross-line forces due to currents, will dictate what drive com-
mands (e.g., steering) give the best outcome. However, steering the spread control elements may not overcome all
cross-line forces the spread might encounter. When the steering limit of the spread is reached, the transform function
121 optimizes the shape of the spread 10 to fit the survey objective(s). The optimal streamer shape might be straight
with a desired feather angle (see e.g., Figure 3), it might have local feather angles defined by segments along the
streamer to achieve a best fit for a prior streamer survey shape (see, e.g., Figure 5), or the streamers might be evenly
spaced (see, e.g., Figure 4) to allow better trace interpolation in the seismic data processing step.

Current Model within the Transform Function

[0145] The same simple current model described for the source array feather and illustrated in Figure 9 also applies
to the streamers 18. As long as the current is constant to some degree over the length of the streamer, the same model
and accompanying ability to predict future natural feather angles is valid. The calibrated spread model ability to achieve
steered feather can be added to the natural feather to get a desired streamer shape.

Force Model within the Transform Function

[0146] Desirable hydrodynamic force models may be derived from the teachings of: P.P. Krail and H. Brys, "The Shape
of a Marine Streamer in a Cross-Current", Vol. 54, No. 3 of the Journal of the Society of Exploitation Geophysicists; Ann
P Dowling, "The Dynamics of Towed Flexible Cylinders," Part 1: Neutrally Buoyant Elements, and Part 2: Negatively
Buoyant Elements, 187 Journal of Fluid Mechanics pp. 507-532, 533-571 (1988); C.M. Ablow and S. Schechter, "Nu-
merical Simulation of Undersea Cable Dynamics," Ocean Engineering, 10: 443-457 (1983). The algorithms used to
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predict the streamer behavior within the transform function are based on these teachings and give a significant improve-
ment to streamer behavioral prediction when combined with models of spread control elements coupled with the streamer.
An example of a commercial implementation of streamer cable shapes resulting from the above-referenced force model
theory, and including SSDs, is Orcina’s OrcaFlex™ cable modeling software.

Track Optimization Formulas

[0147] These formulas are based on optimizing the differences between desired and actual positions and/or shapes
along a shooting line for the individual spread bodies, and assume decoupling as described above. One of the salient
constraints is the reaction time of the various steering devices. Reaction times can be measured with any frequency,
depending on the navigation solution rate. Reaction times are practically on the order of the shots, i.e., typically tens of
seconds. The steering control will thus plan several shots ahead and is likely to be vessel and spread dependent.
[0148] Further, in the calibration computations, spread control elements reaction times, will be estimated based on
the recent history of reaction times, learned from the navigation data input 112. These reaction time estimates for various
spread control elements will then be used in the optimum track estimation 124 to facilitate the calculation of realistic
drive commands (at 126).

Vessel Trajectory

[0149] The vessel path can be planned to keep the tow point for the towed spread control elements within the constraint
corridor that allows the steering available in the spread to achieve the target shape and track. Thus given a particular
desired shape that can be achieved by the towed spread control elements, an optimum track for the towpoints is estimated
that gives an adequate cross-line component relative to the optimum track for the towed spread. The optimum track for
the towed spread is derived from the objective of the present phase of the operation. It may be a time lapse survey and
the objective might be for a certain offset group to re-occupy the same track as it did in the base survey. It might be
close pass of a production platform and the objective is for the closest towed object, the streamer end for example, to
keep a distance of 50 meters from the platform. With this track realized, the towed spread is decoupled in the sense
that it can maneuver adequately within the vessel reference frame.
[0150] The algorithm that allows this towpoint track is a best-cost map method as described by U.S. Patent No.
6,629,037. Here a particular element of the spread, an offset group of the streamers or the center of the source array
for example, is given a higher weight in the best track search for the vessel. The coupling model can be for example a
straight line between the vessel towpoint and the highly weighted spread element(s), and will be as accurate as the
ability of the spread control system to realize that shape. The goal of the vessel towpoint track estimate will be to give
the cross-line shift between the towpoint and the critical spread element(s). The track can be recomputed as often as
the computational power available will allow. The re-computation of the track may not be required at a high frequency
since the vessel towpoint in the area relative reference frame, and towed spread element relative to the vessel towpoint,
change slowly in the cross-line direction during a typical survey.
[0151] This track estimate can be computed in the planning stage with a pre-survey estimate of spread body steered
feather and survey objective spread target set. This planned track can be used in the algorithm following to anticipate
the amount of steering that might be required for a particular survey.
[0152] Once the track is computed, with a start point at the present vessel towpoint position, a plan for realizing this
track is computed. Here the response time of the vessel is the limiting factor. The best cost computed track must be
realized in a stable way that minimizes oversteering.
[0153] A smooth vessel track to occupy the optimum track can be computed with the following algorithm. The area
relative coordinate frame is used for this development. In this reference frame, y is the inline axis and x is the cross-line axis.
[0154] Thus: 

where:

spi is shotpoint number i.
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spi + n is shotpoint number i plus n shots into the future.
∆Vesx is the difference between the current vessel crossline coordinate and the crossline coordinate n shots ahead
from the previous survey.
∆Vesv is the shotpoint distance

[0155] The steering model as shown in Figure 6 is a straight line:
where: 

m is the estimated slope or crossline change to steer toward with inline motion.
β is the current crossline coordinate.
[0156] The steering plan is based on the best fit line to the best cost track estimate described above.
The observation equations are written in matrix notation: 

where:

x = m, the slope estimate
b = (∆Vesx/∆Vesy) measured
v the residual of the fit.
[0157] The least-squares solution to this equation can be written: 

[0158] The simple A matrix shown above will have more significance in the weighted solution.
The example shown projects four shot points forward, as represented by the four observation equations indicated in the
A matrix.
[0159] In order to constrain the amount of steering caused by one or more future shot points that were the result of
poor steering and not indicative of the trend, we can introduce dynamic weighting. The weighted L2 solution is written: 

where: 
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at iteration (ii =1).
[0160] The residuals are computed from iteration (ii = 1) with: 

[0161] Each individual residual is compared with the standard deviation of all the residuals. The largest residual that
is also greater than a limit that would cause excessive heading changes:

|ν|ii > 2σ ii for example, can be downweighted as some function of the residual and the line fit again with: 

and 

Re-weightings continue until the heading change is acceptable to the objectives set for the towed spread control
objects.

[0162] Alternatively, the value n can be increased until the long-term trend gives a heading change that is acceptable.
A minimum number, depending on the vessel response possible, is used. If the resulting heading change is larger than
the limit, the line can be recomputed based on a best fit for n + / and so on until the heading change is below the limit.
[0163] This computation of vessel track is repeated for each shot cycle based on the actual position occupied at shot
time. In a pre-survey application, the position for each shot is taken to be the position that would have been reached
after traveling along the straight line until the next shot location was reached. At each shot a new line, giving a new
heading is followed.
[0164] Studying the best steering strategy pre-survey, in the planning stage, will allow a better understanding of how
far ahead to extend the line fit through trial and error. In addition, it will give the navigator an idea of the approximate
steering they might encounter. It can then be recomputed online to give the steering required in situ, but with constraints
and difficult periods identified in the survey design phase.
[0165] The maximum heading change will be determined by a number of considerations including;

1. the ability of the vessel 11 to move the tow points of the spread elements crossline;
2. towed spread ability to move cross-line in one shot (one spread control element will limit the rest);
3. weighting based on how many shots will be out of spec (i.e., will deviate from the optimal track) with longer look
ahead projections;
4. the value of the zone of the survey, where some areas or zones of the total survey area might by less interesting
than others due to the subsurface targets believed to exist there; and
5. spread element weighting, the re-computation of the best cost track

[0166] The normal vessel shooting speed gives adequate device-relative water flow to operate passive steering devices
such as SFEDs. Forces resulting from changes in the towed spread control elements must not have a significant impact
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on the vessel heading. As an example consider a rapidly changing significantly different tension from port to starboard
towpoints that could cause the vessel to crab. Thus tension should be monitored at the towpoints to assure it’s not
excessive and also in balance in relation to the vessel.
[0167] Figure 6 illustrates a best-fit straight line according to a look-ahead projection of 4 shot points, wherein the
residual projections are recomputed based on the location after each shot point. The number of shots in the future that
define the line determine how drastic the steering will be, with one shot point being the most drastic.
[0168] Figure 7 shows a combination of successive look-ahead best-fit straight lines like that of Figure 6. The resulting
segmented look-ahead path is a smoother, and more realistic, vessel trajectory compared to the prior survey line. Those
skilled in art will appreciate that the above-described straight line path is but one model that may be used to advantage
in accordance with the present invention.

The Source

[0169] The behavior of the source arrays can be measured as a function of a heading change. The source arrays
largely follow the vessel track but can also be shifted cross-line by current and, to a lesser degree, wind. A source
steering device 17 can only compensate by a limited amount for cross-line shifts. Once the steering limit is exceeded,
vessel steering is the only tool left to put the source in the desired position.

Source Calibration for Steering

[0170] With a calibrated model of source array behavior relative to the vessel 11, the source array position can be
predicted relative to the vessel along a survey line. Factors that can be added to the prediction model are expected
currents and wind along the line.
[0171] Measures of inline and cross-line change are provided by GPS receivers on the source array floats. The locating
of GPS receivers on the source array gives the rate of change in gun string array coordinates with respect to heading
changes. For each new vessel heading, the time and trajectory taken by the source array 16 before it stabilizes behind
the vessel 11 is the measure of the system reaction.

Current Effect on Source Array and Current Calibration

[0172] In addition to the effect of vessel heading changes, source behavior due to any other relevant force such as
wind, can be measured. A current-induced source cross-line shift can be expressed in terms of source feather angle
and described by the simple comparison illustrated in Figures 8A and 8B. The resultant from the vessel movement and
the water current vectors in the area relative reference frame gives the source feather angle. Thus given the value of R
(the distance from the source tow point on the vessel to any point on the gun string), and the feather angle, the source
array coordinates can be predicted. Since the relation between feather angle and current is known, in the absence of
significant cross-line wind, measured feather angle gives the current direction and can be used to calibrate any source
of current information.
[0173] Figure 8B shows a schematic representation of current and vessel velocity vector resolution. Air currents with
a cross-line component, wind, against the gun array surface floats will shift the source array cross-line if the force exerted
is large enough. In order to estimate the cross-line displacement, an aerodynamic model of the float surface area must
be used.

SFEDs

[0174] The SFEDs can react to the position estimates of the streamer head reference points as they are used today
to drive SSD feather mode in the global controller. The SFEDs’ expected proximity to the pre-plot or base survey
coordinates based on estimated vessel tow point position will be the basis for calculating the SFED drive (steering)
commands. The SFEDs’ objective will be to drive the head of the streamers into the optimum position to allow the SSDs
to locate the streamer length optimally. In addition, the SFEDs should stabilize the front end of the streamers, which is
especially important for the SSDs in feather mode since the feather is computed from the front end reference point.
[0175] As with vessel steering, drive commands are based on reaction time of the SFEDs. SFED reaction time will
be measured continually during the survey and fed back to the transform function to gauge the look-ahead period. The
same model as described above for vessel steering - a straight line fit some number of shot points ahead - is an example
of how drive commands can be computed for the SFEDs.
[0176] A nominal orientation, perpendicular to the pre-plot for example, might be the desired orientation of the spread
during the base survey. A recording of the base survey orientation containing each shot of the base survey is replayed
during the repeat survey to give the SFED target orientation. In addition to orientation, cross-line positioning can be
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achieved by the SFED.
[0177] Base survey positions for the streamer front ends will be used to determine what streamer front end orientation
gives the optimum repeat positions. Repeat or time lapse survey spreads may have the same number or more streamers
than the base survey. Time lapse spreads may have the same or denser streamer separation distances as well. In all
cases, the objective would be to match streamer front end coordinates in cross-line and inline positions.
[0178] Figure 9 shows a correction or change in streamer front end by the execution of drive commands delivered to
the SFEDs. The correction results in the streamer front end being offset at an angle to the course made good, overcoming
the current-induced crab angle θ.
[0179] In addition to orientation, a mean cross-line coordinate, in the vessel relative coordinate frame can be computed
for steering purposes. This means the streamer front end can be used as a target. Accordingly, Figure 10 shows the
streamer front end centers being fitted to a desired steering track.
[0180] The behavior of the spread front end with respect to the vessel heading can be estimated in a similar way as
was described above for the source array. The rotation of the tow points can be either measured directly by locating
GPS antennas on them or indirectly through the change in the streamer front end coordinate estimate change as a
function of vessel heading changes. As in the case of the source array, current larger than the SFED ability to steer will
drive the front end out of equilibrium. Further, the SSDs can assist the SFEDs by anticipating the change in the vessel
heading and the estimate of impact caused by the change of heading on the streamer front end.

Steerable Tailbuoys

[0181] Since the streamers are not controlled after the last SSD, the tailbuoys will be useful to bring the tail ends into
place. Positioning in feather mode will be the continuation of the straight feather line made by the SSDs, parallel to the
full length of the streamer. To obtain long offsets, steerable tailbuoys will be useful to get the tail end of the streamer on
target.

Optimal Feather Angle Estimation

[0182] Decoupling of the source array track, and assuming a straight streamer, fitting a line to the set of coordinates
occupied by the previous receivers along a streamer is a solution that decouples the source control from the streamer
control. The vessel and SFEDs will cooperate to get the streamer front end, called the streamer reference point (srp),
into position. Both in pre-survey planning and real time, the coordinate prediction of the srp’s will be used by the global
controller as the start point of the streamer. From this predicted streamer start point, a straight line least squares fit to
the targets along the base survey streamers can be computed for each shot. This fit will give an optimum matching
streamer feather angle.
[0183] A global or individual feather angle can be computed for the streamers. The global controller will instruct the
SSDs to assume this feather angle for steering. The feather angles demanded must not change more rapidly from one
shot to the next than a specified limit. This can be limited as in the straight line fit for the vessel trajectory by isolating
the target(s) responsible for any demand in rapid feather angle change. This computation can be done pre-survey and
the feather angle speed limited, or in other words, the outlier shots downweighted.

Optimal Feather Angle for All Streamers

[0184] The optimal feather angle can be computed based on the base survey coordinates. Again the quantities driving
the optimal feather angle changes demanded by the transform function are the residuals formed by differencing the
actual and desired receiver coordinates.
[0185] For each shot, given the predicted coordinates of the srp, there is a line that starts at srp(x,y) and is projected
stewards a distance Rstr equal to the streamer length, at some feather angle with respect to a reference direction such
as the shooting direction, that fits best in some sense, (such as least squares) the set of receiver coordinates that are
to be reoccupied during a time-lapse survey.
[0186] The vertical axis is perpendicular to the reference directions, and the srp’s are on this line. The horizontal axis
for convenience passes through the vessel reference point, located mid vessel, and is not related to the vessel heading
except when the vessel is perfectly parallel with reference direction, the shooting direction for example. The origin is at
the intersection of the two axes. All srp’s can be normalized to the system origin to form an observation equation that
gives a common slope. As illustrated in Figures 11 and 12, the common slope of the "best fitting" lines BF for all base
survey streamers 18 can be estimated and converted to a common feather angle Φ for all streamers at each shot. The
srp’s will give the y intercepts for these lines.
[0187] The conversion from slope to feather angle is the conversion from Cartesian to polar coordinates. If for any
Rec (x,y) pair on the best fit lines, x/y=m, then: 
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[0188] For any receiver i (Reci(x,y)) on any streamer j, given an along distance relative to some common origin, a
cross line value, normalized by the cross line component of the srp for that streamer, an observation can be formed to
yield a slope. 

[0189] These observations can be formulated to give the observation equations as shown in Equation. 5, (i.e., Ax =
b+v) where the number of observation equations is equal to the number of receivers on all streamers, n = (j*i). 

The simple solution to Equation 6 is also Equation 8, and the weighted least-squares solution is Equation 9.
[0190] Again, as in Equation 9, the slope and thus feather angle change can be constrained by downweighting very
large observations values. Further, the slope estimate can be constrained to favor any offset group by giving that group
a higher weight relative to less important offset groups.
[0191] The application of this estimation is advantageous for reducing infill in a near real-time situation along straight
pre-plot lines where currents are present, but is perhaps most useful for reoccupying receiver positions shot on a previous
survey where there was difficulty obtaining coverage by following the straight pre-plot line. While it’s not currently common
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practice for the srp’s to follow a non-straight pre-plot line in favor of a track that gives the best repeat positions, (i.e.,
time lapse surveying), this estimation process will make repeating receiver positions easier.

Optimal Feather Angle for Individual Streamers

[0192] Figure 13 illustrates that the above-described estimation of the optimum slope and thus feather for all streamers
is applicable for estimating an optimum slope for individual streamers 18 (see best fit lines BF1 and BF2 for streamers
S1 and S2). Optimizing the slope with a "best fit" line for each individual streamer has the advantage of giving a better
fit to the base survey receiver coordinates. This advantage brings with it some level of complication in that the feather
angle from streamer to streamer can not be too different before the risk of collision occurs. Since streamers should not
become dangerously non-parallel even without the aid of steering devices in a conventional spread, it reasonable to
predict that the risk will be infrequent.
[0193] The simplest way to deal with the risk is simply to use the estimated change in feather for the individual streamers
to give the relative proximity and velocity those changes will give. If predefined limits are exceeded, some weighting
criteria for coordinating the individual feathers is needed. Since the base survey coordinates can be made available
known before the real time danger is encountered, situations likely to approach the risk avoidance limit can be managed
before the risk is encountered. In addition, software checks in real time are used to eliminate the risk of streamer collision
due to conflicting feather angles for individual streamers.

Current and Wind

[0194] In this discussion the use of the term "natural feather" is to characterize the combined effect of current and
wind on surface objects to move them cross-line. Vessel heading, source array feather, and tail-buoy feather, in the
absence of cross-line steering, occur due to surface current and wind (swell also). When these long period motions are
observed in the position estimates, a trend is identified. If the trend is spatially short in relation to the spread extent, a
local trend is identified and can be anticipated by the spread control elements following. If the trend is persistent in time,
it can be remembered by the system in space and expected to recur when the spread passes this area of cross-line force.

Calibration

[0195] Many measures of a quantity can be combined to get a better estimate of that quantity than any one alone.
This principle will be applied in the spread control system described here. The fact that the spread covers a large
horizontal space and can be equipped with measuring devices through its vertical extent is an opportunity to measure
quantities relevant to spread control over significant portions of time and space. In addition, the error states of a measuring
device can be estimated based on additional measurements from other independent sources.

Current Meter Sources of Error

[0196] Calibration of measures that contribute to current speed and direction will be conducted in real time. Hull
mounted current meters often give inaccurate measures of current depending on their location in relation to the propeller
wash and other interference. Further, they report current at the depth they are located and this current may not apply
to either the surface or streamer depth.

Current Meter Calibration With a Least Squares Fitting Model

[0197] As described previously, the resultant direction of the current on the towed source array can be measured by
the response of in-sea equipment. Data from current meter devices located at the depth of this in-sea equipment can
be compared to force model-computed values, found through the feather angles computed based on coordinate esti-
mates, and. T, the difference between the observed current meter readings and computed current can be fit to an error
model within the transform function.
[0198] The best model to use for this relation will depend on the instrument error characteristics and other sources of
error present. Although there are nearly an infinite number of mathematical functions that might be best, we can use a
simple linear model as an example.
[0199] The line model has a constant component that is analogous to a bias and a scale component that can describe
a change with respect to some variable like current magnitude or in-sea equipment response time. Residuals in computed
and measured current are fit to the line model.
[0200] Measures of current that affect surface devices such as the vessel, source arrays, SFEDs, and tailbuoys can
be combined to get the best estimate of surface current. Besides current meters, the vessel heading and source arrays,
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corrected for winds and waves in a force model, can give information about surface currents. Trends in cross-line motion
not explained by either vessel motion or device steering can also be used as measures of cross-line current on the surface.
[0201] At streamer depth, current measuring devices along the streamer give an indication of the current there. In
straight non-assisted towing, as the spread passes through a zone of current, each streamer mounted current meter
should give the same measure of current at any given point along its trajectory as the meter that preceded it except for
any time varying changes occurring between subsequent passage. Again, fitting a function to describe a trend of change,
(time varying assuming the current spatial extent is larger than the horizontal and vertical deviation of subsequent
streamer mounted devices), will show a bias caused by any one current meter, compared to all others. In cases where
current spatial extent is less than the spread size, local current trends can be estimated.

Cross-line Speed Calibration

[0202] In real time, the cross-line response of steering devices can be estimated. Time taken to reach the target feather
given a feather change command reveals the response time of the individual spread control elements to drive commands
in the real time environment they occur. This information will be fed back to the computations of optimum drive commands.
[0203] For example, measurement of the cross-line component of vessel speed vs. heading change can be fit to a
function that describes the relation. The mathematical description of the small changes expected while steering along
a time lapse survey line are likely not complicated due to the small range over which the function is relevant. The
sequential estimation formulae can be applied to get an update of steering device response time as frequently as position
updates are available.

Tension Calibration

[0204] Tension measurements may be calibrated against inline water velocity measurements, which are related. When
tension expected from the hydrodynamic drag model disagree with those measured, either the tension measurement
or a parameter in the hydrodynamic model are the cause of the predicted residual. Parameters such as water velocity
and body drag coefficient, based on the effective surface area of the body being dragged, give the tension expectation.
Correcting these to give improved agreement with accurate tension meters will give a better tuned hydrodynamic model.

Steering Body Calibration

[0205] The navigation solution contributes to improved hydrodynamic modeling. Knowledge of the orientation of the
SSD bodies and the current vector give the force available for steering. Such orientation can be computed based on the
navigation solution. With this information, SSD wing angle of attack can be translated to a more accurate force vector
giving improved control of the spread, as described in International Patent Application No. WO 00/20895.

Validation

[0206] When a set of optimal shot point target coordinates and/or streamer shape changes are estimated, a safety
check is made to determine if a collision between spread elements is probable. If the check determines the computed
optimization is above the target risk limit, this is reported to the user online. The user is then offered a set of alternative
steering constraint choices to change that will give a different outcome to the optimization computation.
[0207] After the optimal shot point target coordinates and/or streamer shape changes are deemed acceptable, they
are used in the spread model to generate optimal spread control element drive commands. These commands are then
simulated within the spread model to give the operating states. These operating states are also checked against limits
beyond which failures may occur. If it is determined that any of the limits must be exceeded to realize the optimal shot
point target coordinates and/or streamer shape changes desired, the limiting spread control element is constrained and
an alternate set of drive commands is computed. The number of alternative that can be tried is dependent of computational
speed available within the operating update cycle. In parallel, an alternative set of optimal shot point target coordinates
and/or streamer shape changes can be computed that will require less of the offending spread control element to give
an acceptable set of drive commands. If no safe set of drive commands is available, the online operator assumes manual
control through an intelligent GUI with guidance based on spread element operating state information and spread element
motion history and prediction clearly presented.

Spread Control element relative proximity check.

[0208] Position estimate differences larger than defined limits for all separately controlled bodies at all points of the
body where there is a position estimate available will result in the calculation of different drive commands. Limits for
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proximity are based on the quality of the position estimate.

Spread control element relative velocity check.

[0209] All point-relative velocity estimates for all points on separately controlled spread bodies must be less than the
limit. The limit is based on the time to next check and the quality of the velocity estimate. If during the time to next check
a collision or near collision will occur, drive commands to avoid collision is required. The limit is a function of the error
estimate of the velocity.

Spread control element obstruction proximity check.

[0210] The distance between the position estimate of any point in the spread relative to all obstructions must be less
than some limit. The limit is a function of the quality of the position estimate.

Spread control element obstruction relative velocity check.

[0211] Velocity estimates cannot result in a proximity larger than a limit over the time before the next velocity estimate
cycle. This limit is a function of velocity estimate quality.

Mechanical integrity check.

[0212] Among the mechanical integrity checks are: no cable tensions being out of bounds; and no steering device
wing angles approaching stall.

Claims

1. A method comprising:

collecting input data from a seismic survey spread (10) having a plurality of spread control elements, a plurality
of navigation nodes, and a plurality of sources (16) and receivers (21) including:

navigation data (112) for the navigation nodes,
operating states (116) from sensors associated with the spread control elements,
environmental data (118) for the survey, and
survey design data (120),

estimating positions of the sources and receivers using the navigation data, the operating states, and the
environmental data;
determining optimum tracks for the sources and receivers using the estimated positions and a portion of the
input data that includes at least the survey design data, wherein the optimum tracks are determined according
to a weighting function within a transform function; and
calculating drive commands for at least two of the spread control elements using at least the determined optimum
tracks.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein, the estimating, determining, and calculating steps are performed by the transform
function.

3. The method of claim 2, wherein the positions are estimated according to a spread model within the transform function,
and the optimum tracks are input to the spread model for calculation of the drive commands.

4. The method of claim 3, wherein the spread model calculates a first set of estimated positions using input that includes
at least the operating states and the environmental data, the navigation data includes a second set of estimated
positions, and the first and second set of estimated positions are combined with the transform function to produce
the estimated source and receiver positions and predicted residuals.

5. The method of claim 4, wherein the predicted residuals are used to estimate a set of parameters that characterize
the spread model, and the spread model parameters are used to calibrate the spread model.
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6. The method of claim 4, wherein the predicted residuals are use to estimate error states for sensors used to collect
the environmental data.

7. The method of claim 1 or 2,
wherein the weighting function receives as inputs the survey design data and the estimated positions.

8. The method of claim 1, further comprising validating the calculated drive commands and delivering the validated
drive commands to the spread control elements, whereby a desirable survey objective may be attained.

9. The method of claim 1, wherein the drive commands include commands for controlling at least one of the vessel
propeller, vessel thruster, spread component steering devices, and the vessel cable winches.

10. The method of claim 1, wherein the sensors associated with the spread control elements include one or more sensor
types of tension, water flow rate, inclination, orientation, acceleration, velocity, and position.

11. The method of claim 1, wherein the collected environmental data includes one or more data types of current, salinity,
temperature, pressure, speed of sound, wave height, wave frequency, wind speed, and wind direction.

12. The method of claim 1, wherein the survey design data is selected from spread tracks, performance specifications,
and survey objectives, wherein the performance specifications are selected from drag and maneuvering character-
istics for the vessel, steerable cable devices, steerable source devices, and deflectors, drag characteristic for the
towed cables, sources, and floatation devices, and winch operating characteristics.

13. The method of claim 1,
wherein the survey design data includes one or more data types of area, depth, area rotation or shooting orientation,
line coordinates, source and receiver positions, required coverage, local constraints, optimizing factors and historical
data; and
wherein the collected input data includes one or more data types of pre-survey, operator input, present survey, near-
real time, real-time survey, and simulated survey.

14. The method of claim 13, wherein the operator input data includes spread parameter settings and environmental
data, and wherein the pre-survey data includes environmental sensor data.

15. The method of claim 13, wherein the real-time survey data includes one or more data types of cable tension, water
flow rate, inclination, orientation, acceleration, velocity, position, spread control element setting, environmental data,
seismic signal and noise data, and operator input.

16. The method of claim 13, wherein the simulated survey data includes one or more data types of simulated pre-survey,
simulated operator input, simulated current survey, simulated near-real time survey, simulated real-time survey,
and simulated environmental data.

17. The method of claim 13, wherein the collected input data further includes raw seismic sensor data, and using the
raw seismic sensor data to produce quality indicators for the estimated positions, the quality indicators selected
from binning datasets, absolute noise data, signal-to-noise ratios, and seismic signal frequency content.

18. The method of claim 3, wherein the spread model is a hydrodynamic force model of the spread components, a pure
stochastic model of the spread components, employing one of the L-norm fitting criteria, or a neural network.

19. The method of claim 18, wherein the force model contains marine current data.

20. A system comprising:

a seismic survey spread (10) while conducting a seismic survey, the spread having a plurality of spread control
elements, a plurality of navigation nodes, and a plurality of sources (16) and receivers (21),
a database for receiving input data for controlling the seismic survey spread including
navigation data (112) for the navigation nodes,
operating states (116) from sensors associated with the spread control elements, environmental data (118) for
the survey, and
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survey design data (20),
a computer readable medium having computer-executable instructions for estimating positions of the sources
and receivers using the navigation data, the operating states, and the environmental data;
a computer readable medium having computer-executable instructions for determining optimum tracks for the
sources and receivers using the estimated positions and a portion of the input data that includes at least the
survey design data, wherein the optimum tracks are determined according to a weighting function within a
transform function and
a computer readable medium having computer-executable instructions for calculating drive commands for at
least two of the spread control elements using at least the determined optimum tracks.

21. The system of claim 20 further comprising one or more computer-readable medium having computer-executable
instructions for performing the methods in any one of the claims 1-19.

22. The method of claim 2, wherein the operating states comprise measurements relevant to the spread model.

23. The method of claim 1, wherein the operating states comprise winged body orientation, water flow rates over
deflectors, wing angles relative to a wing housing body, rudder angle, propeller speed, propeller pitch, tow cable
tensions.

Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren, umfassend:

Erfassen von Eingabedaten von einem seismischen Vermessungs-Spread (10) mit einer Vielzahl von Spread-
Steuerungselementen, einer Vielzahl von Navigationsknoten und einer Vielzahl von Quellen (16) und Empfän-
gern (21), enthaltend:

Navigationsdaten (112) für die Navigationsknoten,
Betriebszustände (116) von Sensoren, die mit den Spread-Steuerungselementen assoziiert sind,
Umgebungsdaten (118) für die Vermessung, und
Vermessungs-Designdaten (120),
Schätzen von Positionen der Quellen und Empfänger unter Verwendung der Navigationsdaten, der Be-
triebszustände und der Umgebungsdaten;
Bestimmen von optimalen Kursen für die Quellen und Empfänger unter Verwendung der geschätzten Po-
sitionen und eines Teils der Eingabedaten, die zumindest die Vermessungs-Designdaten enthalten, wobei
die optimalen Kurse gemäß einer Gewichtungsfunktion in einer Umwandlungsfunktion bestimmt werden;
und
Berechnen von Antriebsbefehlen für mindestens zwei der Spread-Steuerungselemente unter Verwendung
zumindest der bestimmten optimalen Kurse.

2. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Schätzungs-, Bestimmungs- und Berechnungsschritte von der Umwand-
lungsfunktion durchgeführt werden.

3. Verfahren nach Anspruch 2, wobei die Positionen gemäß einem Spread-Modell in der Umwandlungsfunktion ge-
schätzt werden und die optimalen Kurse in das Spread-Modell zum Berechnen der Antriebsbefehle eingegeben
werden.

4. Verfahren nach Anspruch 3, wobei das Spread-Modell einen ersten Satz von geschätzten Positionen unter Ver-
wendung von Eingabe berechnet, die zumindest die Betriebszustände und die Umgebungsdaten enthält, die Navi-
gationsdaten einen zweiten Satz von geschätzten Positionen enthalten und der erste und zweite Satz von geschätz-
ten Positionen in der Umwandlungsfunktion kombiniert werden, um die geschätzten Quellenund Empfängerposi-
tionen und prädizierte Reste zu erzeugen.

5. Verfahren nach Anspruch 4, wobei die prädizierten Reste verwendet werden, um einen Satz Parameter zu schätzen,
die das Spread-Modell kennzeichnen, und die Spread-Modellparameter zum Kalibrieren des Spread-Modells ver-
wendet werden.
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6. Verfahren nach Anspruch 4, wobei die prädizierten Reste verwendet werden, um Fehlerzustände für Sensoren, die
zum Erfassen der Umgebungsdaten verwendet werden, zu schätzen.

7. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, wobei die Gewichtungsfunktion die Vermessungs-Designdaten und die ge-
schätzten Positionen als Eingaben empfängt.

8. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, weiter umfassend, die berechneten Antriebsbefehle zu validieren und die validierten
Antriebsbefehle an die Spread-Steuerungselemente zu liefern, wodurch ein wünschenswertes Vermessungsziel
erreicht werden kann.

9. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Antriebsbefehle Befehle zum Steuern mindestens eines des Fahrzeugpro-
pellers, des Fahrzeugquerstrahlers, der Spread-Komponenten-Lenkungsvorrichtungen und der Fahrzeug-Seilwin-
den enthalten.

10. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Sensoren, die mit den Spread-Steuerungselementen assoziiert sind, einen
oder mehr Sensortypen von Spannung, Wasserflussrate, Neigung, Ausrichtung, Beschleunigung, Geschwindigkeit
und Position enthalten.

11. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei die erfassten Umgebungsdaten einen oder mehr Datentypen von Strömung,
Salzgehalt, Temperatur, Druck, Schallgeschwindigkeit, Wellenhöhe, Wellenfrequenz, Windgeschwindigkeit und
Windrichtung enthalten.

12. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Vermessungs-Designdaten aus Spread-Kursen, Leistungsspezifikationen
und Vermessungszielen ausgewählt werden, wobei die Leistungsspezifikationen aus Widerstands- und Manövrier-
eigenschaften für das Fahrzeug, lenkbaren Kabelvorrichtungen, lenkbaren Quellenvorrichtungen und Ablenkern,
Widerstandseigenschaften für die geschleppten Kabel, Quellen und Schwimmervorrichtungen und Winden-Betriebs-
eigenschaften ausgewählt werden.

13. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1,
wobei die Vermessungs-Designdaten einen oder mehr Datentypen von Fläche, Tiefe, Flächendrehung oder Spren-
gausrichtung, Linienkoordinaten, Quellen- und Empfängerpositionen, erforderliche Abdeckung, lokale Einschrän-
kungen, Optimierungsfaktoren und Verlaufsdaten enthalten; und
wobei die erfassten Eingabedaten einen oder mehr Datentypen von Vor-Vermessung, Operatoreingabe, gegen-
wärtige Vermessung, Fast-Echtzeit, Echtzeit-Vermessung und simulierte Vermessung enthalten.

14. Verfahren nach Anspruch 13, wobei die Operator-Eingabedaten Spread-Parametereinstellungen und Umgebungs-
daten enthalten und wobei die Vor-Vermessungsdaten Umgebungssensordaten enthalten.

15. Verfahren nach Anspruch 13, wobei die Echtzeit-Vermessungsdaten einen oder mehr Datentypen von Kabelspan-
nung, Wasserflussrate, Neigung, Ausrichtung, Beschleunigung, Geschwindigkeit, Position, Spread-Steuerungsele-
ment-Einstellung, Umgebungsdaten, seismische Signal- und Störungsdaten und Operatoreingabe enthalten.

16. Verfahren nach Anspruch 13, wobei die simulierten Vermessungsdaten einen oder mehr Datentypen von simulierter
Vor-Vermessung, simulierter Operatoreingabe, simulierter gegenwärtiger Vermessung, simulierter Fast-Echtzeit-
Vermessung, simulierter Echtzeit-Vermessung und simulierten Umgebungsdaten enthalten.

17. Verfahren nach Anspruch 13, wobei die erfassten Eingabedaten weiterhin Rohdaten der seismischen Sensoren
und Verwendung der Rohdaten der seismischen Sensoren zum Erzeugen von Qualitätsindikatoren für die geschätz-
ten Positionen, wobei die Qualitätsindikatoren ausgewählt sind aus Zusammenfassungs-Datensätzen, absoluten
Störungsdaten, Störspannungsabständen und seismischem Signalfrequenzgehalt, enthalten.

18. Verfahren nach Anspruch 3, wobei das Spread-Modell ein hydrodynamisches Kräftemodell der Spread-Komponen-
ten ist, ein reines stochastisches Modell der Spread-Komponenten, das eines der L-Norm-Anpassungskriterien oder
eines neuronalen Netzes anwendet.

19. Verfahren nach Anspruch 18, wobei das Kräftemodell Meeresströmungsdaten enthält.

20. System, umfassend:
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einen seismischen Vermessungs-Spread (10) während der Durchführung einer seismischen Vermessung, der
Spread eine Vielzahl von Spread-Steuerungselementen, eine Vielzahl von Navigationsknoten und eine Vielzahl
von Quellen (16) und Empfängern (21) aufweisend,
eine Datenbank zum Empfangen von Eingabedaten zum Steuern des seismischen Vermessungs-Spreads,
enthaltend
Navigationsdaten (112) für die Navigationsknoten,
Betriebszustände (116) von Sensoren, die mit den Spread-Steuerungselementen assoziiert sind,
Umgebungsdaten (118) für die Vermessung, und
Vermessungs-Designdaten (120),
ein computerlesbares Medium mit computerausführbaren Anweisungen zum Schätzen von Positionen der Quel-
len und Empfänger unter Verwendung der Navigationsdaten, der Betriebszustände und der Umgebungsdaten;
ein computerlesbares Medium mit computerausführbaren Anweisungen zum Bestimmen von optimalen Kursen
für die Quellen und Empfänger unter Verwendung der geschätzten Positionen und eines Teils der Eingabedaten,
die zumindest die Vermessungs-Designdaten enthalten, wobei die optimalen Kurse gemäß einer Gewichtungs-
funktion in einer Umwandlungsfunktion bestimmt werden; und
ein computerlesbares Medium mit computerausführbaren Anweisungen zum Berechnen von Antriebsbefehlen
für mindestens zwei der Spread-Steuerungselemente unter Verwendung zumindest der bestimmten optimalen
Kurse.

21. System nach Anspruch 20, weiter umfassend ein oder mehr computerlesbare Medien mit computerausführbaren
Anweisungen zum Ausführen der Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 1-19.

22. Verfahren nach Anspruch 2, wobei die Betriebszustände Messungen umfassen, die für das Spread-Modell relevant
sind.

23. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Betriebszustände Flügelkörper-Ausrichtung, Wasserflussraten über Ablen-
kern, Flügelwinkel relativ zu einem Flügelgehäusekörper, Ruderwinkel, Propellerdrehzahl, Propellersteigung,
Schleppkabelspannungen umfassen.

Revendications

1. Procédé consistant à :

collecter des données d’entrée provenant d’un étalement d’étude sismique (10) comportant une pluralité d’élé-
ments de contrôle d’étalement, d’une pluralité de noeuds de navigation, et d’une pluralité de sources (16) et
de récepteurs (21) comprenant :

des données de navigation (112) pour les noeuds de navigation,
des états de fonctionnement (116) provenant de capteurs associés aux éléments de contrôle d’étalement,
des données environnementales (118) pour l’étude, et
des données de conception d’étude (120),
estimer les positions des sources et des récepteurs en utilisant les données de navigation, les états de
fonctionnement et les données environnementales ;
déterminer des pistes optimales pour les sources et les récepteurs en utilisant les positions estimées et
une partie des données d’entrée qui comprend au moins les données de conception d’étude, dans lequel
les pistes optimales sont déterminées conformément à une fonction de pondération dans une fonction de
transformation ; et
calculer des commandes de pilotage pour au moins deux des éléments de contrôle d’étalement en utilisant
au moins les pistes optimales déterminées.

2. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel les étapes d’estimation, de détermination et de calcul sont effectuées
par la fonction de transformation.

3. Procédé selon la revendication 2, dans lequel les positions sont estimées conformément à un modèle d’étalement
dans la fonction de transformation, et les pistes optimales sont appliquées au modèle d’étalement pour le calcul
des commandes de pilotage.
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4. Procédé selon la revendication 3, dans lequel le modèle d’étalement calcule un premier ensemble de positions
estimées en utilisant une entrée qui comprend au moins les états de fonctionnement et les données environnemen-
tales, les données de navigation comprennent un deuxième ensemble de positions estimées, et les premier et
deuxième ensembles de positions estimées sont combinés avec la fonction de transformation pour produire les
positions de sources et de récepteurs estimées et les restes prédits.

5. Procédé selon la revendication 4, dans lequel les restes prédits sont utilisés pour estimer un ensemble de paramètres
qui caractérisent le modèle d’étalement, et les paramètres de modèle d’étalement sont utilisés pour étalonner le
modèle d’étalement.

6. Procédé selon la revendication 4, dans lequel les restes prédits sont utilisés pour estimer des états d’erreur pour
les capteurs utilisés pour collecter les données environnementales.

7. Procédé selon la revendication 1 ou 2, dans lequel la fonction de pondération reçoit en tant qu’entrées les données
de conception d’étude et les positions estimées.

8. Procédé selon la revendication 1, comprenant en outre la validation des commandes de pilotage calculées et l’envoi
des commandes de pilotage validées aux éléments de contrôle d’étalement, moyennant quoi un objectif d’étude
souhaitable peut être atteint.

9. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel les commandes de pilotage comprennent des commandes pour
commander au moins l’un d’une hélice de navire, d’un propulseur de navire, de dispositifs de pilotage de composant
d’étalement et de treuils de câbles de navire.

10. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel les capteurs associés aux éléments de contrôle d’étalement com-
prennent un ou plusieurs types de capteurs de tension, de débit d’eau, d’inclinaison, d’orientation, d’accélération,
de vitesse et de position.

11. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel les données environnementales collectées comprennent un ou plu-
sieurs types de données de courant, de salinité, de température, de pression, de vitesse du son, de hauteur de
vague, de fréquence de vague, de vitesse du vent et de direction du vent.

12. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel les données de conception d’étude sont sélectionnées parmi les
pistes d’étalement, les spécifications de performance et les objectifs d’étude, dans lequel les spécifications de
performance sont sélectionnées parmi les caractéristiques de traînée et de manoeuvre pour le navire, les dispositifs
de câbles pilotables, les dispositifs de sources pilotables et les déflecteurs, les caractéristiques de traînée pour les
câbles, les sources et les dispositifs de flottaison remorqués, et les caractéristiques de fonctionnement des treuils.

13. Procédé selon la revendication 1,
dans lequel les données de conception d’étude comprennent un ou plusieurs types de données de zone, de pro-
fondeur, de rotation de zone ou d’orientation de tir, de coordonnées linéaires, de positions de sources et de récep-
teurs, de couverture requise, de contraintes locales, de facteurs d’optimisation et de données d’historique ; et
dans lequel les données d’entrée collectées comprennent un ou plusieurs types de données de pré-étude, d’entrée
d’opérateur, d’étude actuelle, d’étude presque en temps réel, en temps réel, et d’étude simulée.

14. Procédé selon la revendication 13, dans lequel les données d’entrée d’opérateur comprennent des réglages de
paramètres d’étalement et des données environnementales, et dans lequel les données de pré-étude comprennent
des données de capteurs environnementaux.

15. Procédé selon la revendication 13, dans lequel les données d’étude en temps réel comprennent un ou plusieurs
types de données de tension de câble, de débit d’eau, d’inclinaison, d’orientation, d’accélération, de vitesse, de
position, de paramétrage d’élément de contrôle d’étalement, de données environnementales, de données de signaux
sismiques et de bruit, et d’entrée d’opérateur.

16. Procédé selon la revendication 13, dans lequel les données d’étude simulées comprennent un ou plusieurs types
de données de pré-étude simulée, d’entrée d’opérateur simulée, d’étude actuelle simulée, d’étude presque en temps
réel simulée, d’étude en temps réel simulée, et de données environnementales simulées.
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17. Procédé selon la revendication 13, dans lequel les données d’entrée collectées comprennent en outre des données
de capteur sismique brutes, et l’utilisation des données de capteur sismique brutes pour produire des indicateurs
de qualité pour les positions estimées, les indicateurs de qualité étant sélectionnés parmi des ensembles de données
de regroupement, des données de bruit absolu, des rapports signal sur bruit, et un contenu fréquentiel de signal
sismique.

18. Procédé selon la revendication 3, dans lequel le modèle d’étalement est un modèle de forces hydrodynamiques
des composants d’étalement, un modèle stochastique pur des composants d’étalement, utilisant un des critères
d’ajustement à une norme L, ou un réseau neuronal.

19. Procédé selon la revendication 18, dans lequel le modèle de forces contient des données de courant marin.

20. Système comprenant :

un étalement d’étude sismique (10) qui effectue une étude sismique, l’étalement comportant une pluralité d’élé-
ments de contrôle d’étalement, une pluralité de noeuds de navigation, et une pluralité de sources (16) et de
récepteurs (21),
une base de données pour recevoir des données d’entrée pour commander l’étalement d’étude sismique
comprenant :

des données de navigation (112) pour les noeuds de navigation,
des états de fonctionnement (116) provenant de capteurs associés aux éléments de contrôle d’étalement,
des données environnementales (118) pour l’étude, et
des données de conception d’étude (120),
un support pouvant être lu par un ordinateur comportant des instructions exécutables par un ordinateur
pour estimer les positions des sources et des récepteurs en utilisant les données de navigation, les états
de fonctionnement et les données environnementales ;
un support pouvant être lu par un ordinateur comportant des instructions exécutables par un ordinateur
pour déterminer des pistes optimales pour les sources et les récepteurs en utilisant les positions estimées
et une partie des données d’entrée qui comprend au moins les données de conception d’étude, dans lequel
les pistes optimales sont déterminées conformément à une fonction de pondération dans une fonction de
transformation, et
un support pouvant être lu par un ordinateur comportant des instructions exécutables par un ordinateur
pour calculer des commandes de pilotage pour au moins deux des éléments de contrôle d’étalement en
utilisant au moins les pistes optimales déterminées.

21. Système selon la revendication 20, comprenant en outre un ou plusieurs supports pouvant être lus par un ordinateur
comportant des instructions exécutables par un ordinateur pour effectuer les procédés selon l’une quelconque des
revendications 1 à 19.

22. Procédé selon la revendication 2, dans lequel les états de fonctionnement comprennent des mesures applicables
au modèle d’étalement.

23. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel les états de fonctionnement comprennent une orientation de corps
à aileron, des débits d’eau sur les déflecteurs, des angles d’aileron par rapport à un corps de logement d’aileron,
un angle de gouvernail, une vitesse d’hélice, un pas d’hélice, des tensions de câble de remorquage.
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